




Dear Genesis Customers, 

I would like to thank all of you for quickly adapting with us right from 
the onset of these unique circumstances and a constantly shifting 
landscape.

At the start of the pandemic we decided that we would take up this 
challenge in a positive way to evolve as a stronger company than ever 
before regardless of the tough year it has been for all of us, especially
in our industry. 

Fortunately with all your support, we have gotten through a lot 
together, and GENESIS is looking forward to bringing joy to you, your 
clients, employees and colleagues once again through what we know 
the best “by creating a �tting gift collection”. 

The quality of our products and the commitment to our customers and 
employees  is what drives our business. Our focus has always been on 
you, our customers. In order to take care of our customers, we take
care of our team. Now, more than ever, our top priority is the health 
and safety of you and our employees.

We can all agree that the only constant factor over the last year has 
been change. I am very grateful we have all navigated to this point
and I look forward to the rest of the year and beyond with all of you! I 
am delighted that things are slowly starting to return back to normal. 

While we can all agree that we look forward to 2022, what better way 
would there be to end 2021 than by spreading some cheer through 
gifting? 

Thank you all for being such loyal customers and for your continued 
support. 

Ansh Nasta
Partner
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IN-HOUSE 
BRANDING
In-house printing & production unit to 
ensure a high quality �nished product

READY STOCK
Over 600 products & 2,000
SKUs in ready stock

INNOVATION
Most innovative range of 
products in the promotional 
product industry

Industry Standard Branding 
Techniques used on Products

30+ Years of Experience in the 
Promotional Product & Corporate 

Gifting Industry

Large range of sustainable 
products to ensure compliance 

with CSR initiatives

Punctual Delivery on agreed date 
and time. In-house delivery team 

to meet tight schedules for events

Quick turnaround times from initial 
quote to production to delivery

O�ces & Warehouses in central 
and accessible locations in UAE

Tie up with logistics companies
to allow hassle-free international 

shipping

Experienced procurement team & 
sourcing o�ce in China for 

sourcing anything from A to Z



CONTACT US
1. Call
2. Email
3. Whatsapp
4. Inquiry on Website
5. Visit Us

APPOINTMENTS
Book an Appointment
for an in-person or
online meeting

INITIAL DISCUSSION
Brief us about
your requirement

SAMPLES
Physical Samples
delivered to your
Doorstep

PRODUCTION
After your approval
we proceed with
mass production

QUOTATION
Quotation & Digital Mockup
is Sent for the shortlisted
products

DELIVERY
Punctual Delivery
on agreed date
and time

ORDER
FULFILLMENT PROCESS

BENEFITS
OF CORPORATE GIFTING

Raise Your
Brand

Awareness

Improve
Customer Image

& Perception

Develop
Employee
Relations

Maintain
Customer

Loyalty

Develop
Your B2B

Relationships



Choosing the right product for your promotional program is essential to achieving your goals. It is 
equally important to select the right decorating method for your promotional merchandise. There 
are many factors to consider, from the material, shape and colour of the product to the design of your 
logo and the printable space allotted for the promotional message.

At Genesis, we take the time to discuss and recommend decorating methods to ensure that your logo 
and message will result in a memorable and lasting impression.

The explanations below are designed to introduce you to the decorating options for promotional 
merchandise. We hope you �nd this information helpful.

PAD PRINTING
Pad printing is a process where an inked image is transferred from a photo-etched plate to a thin, soft 
silicone pad. The pad is then pressed against the plastic part. The pad can wrap itself as much as 180° 
around a small object, and ink coverage is excellent. Though other methods of printing have 
progressed, Pad printing is used for printing on otherwise di�cult to print on products in many 
industries including medical, automotive, promotional, apparel, and electronic objects, as well as 
appliances, sports equipment and toys.

Highlight – Can print on soft round surfaces                                                                               

Shapes  – Circle, Semi-circle and Irregular shapes

Material  – Plastic, Glass, Ceramic & Metal

Colours  – Maximum of 2 colors 

Products – Mainly used for Stress balls, Golf balls & irregular shapes

Pricing  – Based on Logo Size x No. of impressions

SCREEN PRINT/ SILK SCREEN
Screen print or Silk Screen is the direct imprinting of a one-color design or text onto the surface of a 
product. The image is pressed through tensioned nylon mesh, leaving a paint-like appearance. This 
generally results in a better imprint than a Pad Printing.

Highlight – Sharp, high-quality decoration on �at and curved surfaces               

Shapes  – Flat & Curved

Material  – Metal, Plastic, Polyester, Nylon, Cotton and Non-Woven materials

Colours  – Maximum of 6 colors for non-textiles and maximum of 4 colors for textiles

Products – Clocks, USBs, Powerbanks, Speakers, Sunshades, Mugs, Pens, etc.

Pricing  – Based on Logo Size x No. of impressions

EMBROIDERY
Embroidery is decorating fabric or other materials with needle and thread or yarn

Highlight – Rich and lasting look

Shapes  – Flat 

Material  – All kinds of woven and knitted textiles

Colours  – Maximum of 12 colors 

Products – T-shirts, Caps, Jackets, Bags, etc. 

Pricing  – Based on total number of stitches

SUBLIMATION / HEAT TRANSFER
Transferring is done by �rst creating a digital / screen print image on paper and then using heat to 
transfer it onto the chosen product.

Highlight – Allows for extreme detail like small text and multiple colours logo as well as a full 
image

Shapes  – Flat

Material  – Cotton, Polyester, Nylon, Ceramic, Metal and Wood

Colours  – All CMYK Colours

Products – T-shirt, Caps, Bags, Jerseys, Ceramic Mugs, Wooden Plaques, etc.

Pricing  – Based on Printing Size and Turnaround Time

LASER ENGRAVING
Laser engraving is a process that uses light to burn an image onto the substrate. The imprint color 
may vary depending on the material of the product. Laser Oxidation is available on items where the 
surface and the substrate are the same color. (The imprint turns black with Oxidation.)

Highlight  – Gives the Logos a clean and polished look

Shapes  – Flat and curved

Material  – Metal, Plastic, Wood and Leather

Colours  – Similar to the material with a little burnt shade/ Material inner shade

Products – Pens, USBs, Keychains, Clocks, Powerbanks, etc.

Pricing  – Based on the Logo size or the laser machine time taken



DE-BOSSING/ EMBOSSING
This is a process in which a metal die is created from artwork. The die is then heat-pressed into the 
material, leaving a depressed or raised image of the artwork

Highlight – Adds perceived value by creating a unique 3D look

Shapes  – Flat

Material  – Leather, PU, Rexine/Rexene, Cardboard, Vinyl and Paper

Colours  – A darker shade of the material colour

Products – Portfolios, Wallets, Organizers, Notebooks, etc.

Pricing  – Based on the Logo size and complications

HOT STAMPING/ FOILING
Hot stamping/Foiling is de-bossing with a metallic �nish, created by applying foil between the 
to-be-decorated surface and the dye.         

Highlight – Adds perceived value by creating a unique metallic 3D look

Shapes  – Flat

Material  – Genuine and Arti�cial leather, Paper, PU, PVC and Cardboard

Colours  – Silver, Gold, Bronze and other basic metallic colours 

Products – Portfolios, Wallets, Organizers, Notebooks, etc.

Pricing  – Based on Printing Size and Turnaround Time

DOMING/EPOXY
Doming is used to create a 3D version of your image by shaping a raised surface beneath the print.

A mould is formed, printed and �lled with epoxy which is then hardened to maintain its shape.

Highlight  – Full high quality image with a strong resistance to fading or damage                                                                                                                                   

Shapes  – Flat

Material  – All kinds of materials

Colours  – All CMYK colours

Products – Key chains, USBs, Clocks, Fridge Magnets, Name Badges, etc.

Pricing  – Based on Printing Size and Turnaround Time

UV PRINTING
UV printing is a form of digital printing that uses ultra-violet lights to dry or cure ink as it is printed. As 
the printer distributes ink on the surface of a material, specially designed UV lights follow close 
behind, curing - or drying - the ink instantly. Because the UV lights cure any printed ink immediately, 
the dots of wet ink do not get a chance to spread out once printed, resulting in much �ner detail. This 
curing process is more environment friendly as it produces few VOC’s, odor, and heat. UV curing also 
allows the �atbed printer to be used with non-traditional materials like acrylic or aluminum. In fact, 
this UV �atbed printer is compatible with most substrates up to 2” thick.

Highlight – Perfect for multi colored logos

Shapes  – Flat, Curved

Material  – All kinds of materials

Colours  – All CMYK colours

Products – USBs, Pens, Powerbanks, Notebooks, Bottles, Mugs, etc.

Pricing  – Based on Printing Size and Turnaround Time

OFFSET PRINTING
O�set printing is a commonly used printing technique where an inked image is transferred from a 
plate to a rubber blanket, then to paper. The o�set process is a lithographic process. Lithography is a 
process based on the repulsion of oil and water.

Highlight – Best technique for data printing which provides highest quality

Shapes  – Flat

Material  – Paper, cardboard and PVC sheets

Colours  – All CMYK colours

Products – Brochures, Catalogue, Notebooks, Business cards, etc.

Pricing  – Based on Printing Size and Turnaround Time

With more than 30 years of experience in this industry, we take all the expertise into account to 
provide the best possible outcome for the prints and with our in-house facilities for the above 
methods of printing, we can control the quality and the turnaround time of the outcome strictly and 
provide an e�cient service.

Our vast experience, combined with the following of industry best practices ensures a quality 
representation of every logo.



SMART GIFTS

Drinking Water
Data

Temperature
Detector

Alarm Clock
Reminder

Thermal
Insulation

304-Stainless
Steel

Long Life
Battery

1

Hourly Drinking Data

Anual Drinking Data

Monthly Drinking Data

Weekly Drinking Data

Daily Drinking Data

SMART BOTTLE WITH TEMPERATURE DISPLAY & COMPANION APP

WATER CONSUMPTION DATA
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2GX-1
GetFit Smart Bottle ( App Edition )
Smart Bottle with Temperature Display & Companion App
Drinking enough water everyday is pivotal to our health and wellbeing and this smart bottle can get you on the right track with your water consumption. It comes in a premium matte black finish 
along with an LCD touch screen at the top for ease of access in setting up water drinking reminders. The ring around the touch screen lights up to either green, yellow or red to indicate the water 
temperature from cold to hot. It comes with a companion app through which you can connect the bottle to your phone via bluetooth. The app allows you to analyze your water drinking habits over 
long periods of time and also suggests the amount of water you should drink as per your body volume. It also shows you the percentage completion of your water drinking goal for the day which will 
keep you motivated and on track. Long battery life makes the bottle convenient to use and the insulated material helps you keep your drinks cold or hot for long periods of time.

0°C - 36°C
Green Aperture Tips

37°C - 60°C
Orange Aperture Tips

61°C - 99°C
Red Aperture Tips

SMART BOTTLE APP EDITION

Food grade 18/8 material
oxidation and corrosion resistance

Wear-Resistant anti-skid pad Magnetic ChargingMicrowave copper plated inner tank

TOUCH SENSITIVE LCD DISPLAY TO
CHECK WATER TEMPERATURE

ABSORPTION MAGNETIC CHARGING
ON TOP OF BOTTLE LID

FOR EASY CHARGE

SMART GIFTS
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DETACHABLE ANTI-LOST
TRAVEL WIRELESS WALLET 
+MULTI PURPOSE
GPS TRACKER

beyond
INBUILT ANTILOST WALLET

+

3GX -1*
Daily Use / Travel Wireless Wallet (Tracker Edition)
Stylish Compact Daily Use / Travel Wallet with Built-in Wireless Powerbank
This wireless daily use / travel wallet comes with a built in 4000mAh wireless charging compatible 
powerbank, slot for passport, and slots for mobile phone, credit cards, pen, USB cable, earphones 
and other accessories. It comes with cables supporting USB-A, USB-C, 2 IN 1 Lightning and Micro-
USB. (Pen Not Included). Includes a premium tracker that is similar to the size of a credit card. It 
can be used to track the location of the wallet or it can be removed and used to track any other 
item as well. 

4000

Wireless Charger Mobile HolderUSB Output

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.

SMART GIFTS
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DETACHABLE ANTI-LOST
PASSPORT HOLDER
+MULTI PURPOSE
GPS TRACKER

beyond
INBUILT ANTILOST WALLET

+

4gx - 1
Minimalist Passport Holder (Tracker Edition)
Simple and elegant passport holder in an elegant brown and black leatherette material. It is 
easy to open and there are multiple slots for cards and an easy to access area to store your 
passport. Includes a premium tracker that is similar to the size of a credit card. It can be used 
to track the location of the passport holder or it can be removed and used to track any other 
item as well. 

Wireless Charger Mobile HolderUSB Output

SMART GIFTS
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SMART GIFTS

Wireless Charger

Mobile Holder

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.

COMPACT MAGSAFE MOUNT STAND HOLDS 
THE IPHONE, APPLE WATCH
& AIRPODS

5GX -1*
Magsafe Docking Station
Magsafe Compatible Wireless Charger, Airpods Charger & Apple Watch Charger
The Magsafe Docking Station takes care of all of the most important devices like iPhones, Apple 
Watches and Airpods, which have become a necessity. Instead of the hassle of having 3 different 
chargers for all these devices this device combines all 3 chargers into one making your desk more 
tidy and organized. The Magsafe charger is compatible with iPhone 12 onwards. The watch charger 
is compatible with only Apple Watches. The Airpods charger works with Airpods which are wireless 
charging compatible and Airpods Pro.

5GX -2*
MAG-power
MagSafe 10,000MAH wireless Powerbank in Grade A li-Polymer Battery with ABS + Acrylic
Battery.

MAGSAFE

MAGSAFE

Wireless Charger USB Output

10,000



SMART GIFTS

6GX -2*
Magsafe Stand
Portable Folding Phone Stand compatible with Magsafe chargers
The Magsafe Phone Stand can be used with regular and magsafe compatible phones and can be 
completely folded for easily carrying it around. There are 2 different ways you can use the stand. 
Firstly, you can use the stand with any smartphone for viewing media or charging the device 
through a cable. Secondly, you can take your magsafe charger and insert it into the phone stand 
and use it to charge your magsafe compatible smartphone. The base of the product is large 
to ensure that your phone stays stable and also so you can display your company logo with a 
generous amount of space. 

6GX -1*
Ambience 
10W Fast Wireless Charger with Bluetooth Speaker & Digital Clock
This all in one office and home unit proves to be the most complete table accessory yet!  The 
powerful stereo bluetooth 5.0 speaker boasts a rich and booming sound making any room 
sound like a mini recording studio. The convenient 10W Wireless Charging section allows you 
to charge your smartphone in a flash while still being able to use it at a convenient angle. The 
digital clock, alarm and handsfree functions add to the user-friendly product experience.

WITH FLIP GASKET FOR
NON MAGSAFE DEVICES

Wireless Charger Mobile Holder

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.

Bluetooth
Speaker

Digital Clock

10W Fast
Wireless Charger

10W Fast Wireless Charger
with Bluetooth Speaker & Digital Clock

10W Fast Wireless Charger Mobile Holder

Digital Clock Bluetooth Speaker

MAGSAFE

6
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7gX -1
Authenticate
Modern backpack with fingerprint scanner unlocking system
This smart backpack is the perfect travel companion as it is designed to maximize storage and 
it can store various objects like laptops, books, clothes, etc. with ease. The fingerprint scanner 
is revolutionary technology making this backpack very safe and secure for travel. Simply place 
your registered finger on the scanner and the zip will unlock within a second. You can also reg-
ister up to 10 fingerprints at a time.

Scientifically
Engineered

Storage system

Integrated
USB charging port

Easy-charging
Technology

Finger
Print technology

Quick
Access pockets
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SMART GIFTS

0°C - 36°C
Green Aperture Tips

37°C - 60°C
Orange Aperture Tips

61°C - 99°C
Red Aperture Tips

8GX -1
GetFit Smart Bottle ( standard edition )
Smart Bottle with Temperature Display & Water Drinking Reminders
Drinking enough water everyday is pivotal to our health and wellbeing and this smart bottle can
get you on the right track with your water consumption. It comes in a premium matte black/
white finish along with an LCD touch screen at the top for ease of access in setting up water 
drinking reminders for 1, 1.5 or 2 hours. The ring around the touch screen lights up to either 
green, yellow or red to indicate the water temperature from cold to hot. The 30-day battery life 
makes the bottle convenient to use and the insulated material helps you keep your drinks cold 
or hot for long periods of time. There is also a water expiration alert once 8 hours pass to ensure 
you replace your water.

Water Consumption
Data

Temperature
Detector

Alarm Clock
Reminder

Thermal
Insulation

304-Stainless
Steel

30 Days
Battery Life

SMART BOTTLE WITH TEMPERATURE
DISPLAY & WATER DRINKING REMINDERS

SMART BOTTLE STANDARD EDITION

BA

MAGNETIC
CHARGING SYSTEM
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9GX -1*
All in One Power Station
3 in 1 Travel Adapter, Portable Wireless Charger and Powerbank
This innovative product in a premium black finish combines a regular wall charger/travel adapter with 
a wireless charger and a 10,000 mAh powerbank . The wall charger can be used in various countries 
as US, EU & UK compatible power plugs are provided in the box that can easily be detached and reat-
tached to the wall charger. It has a QC 3.0 18W USB port which enables fast charging of any device and 
a Type-C PD Output port which allows you to charge smartphones or even larger devices like tablets 
and laptops. The convenient 15W wireless charger placed on the side can be simply used by turning 
on the powerbank and placing it sideways on any surface to fast charge your smartphone. There are 
2 inbuilt cables as well with one Type C cable and one 2 in 1 Micro & Lightning cable, which removes 
the hassle of having to remember to carry additional cables. There is also an LED Display that shows 
the battery status.

10,000

3 IN 1 TRAVEL ADAPTER, PORTABLE
WIRELESS CHARGER AND POWERBANK

Power Delivery

Wireless Charger

Travel Adapter

LED Display

USB Output

Powerbank

POWER DELIVERY
TECHNOLOGY

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.



SMART GIFTS

LED Flashlight

Bluetooth Speaker Solar Charging Panel

10GX -1
Schwarzwald Base Camp
Solar Bluetooth Speaker with a Radio & an LED Flashlight
The Schwarzwald Base Camp is the perfect accessory for a person who likes to go camping or 
partake in outdoor activities or trips. It combines the most essential elements for safety and 
entertainment altogether. For safety, it has an LED Flashlight that can be used in dark spaces, 
making it easier to navigate on your adventures! It also has an in-built solar panel so you can give 
the battery a boost when you don’t have access to a charger or power source outdoors. For faster 
charging you have the option of using a conventional charger as well. The Bluetooth speaker 
allows you to connect any device easily so you can enjoy your favourite tunes anywhere and any 
time! There is also an in-built radio with an antenna to allow easy connectivity in remote areas.

10

LED FLASHLIGHT SOLAR CHARGING PANEL
FM RADIO BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

A

B
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11GX -1
Trackerly
Super Slim Credit Card Shaped Anti Lost Device
Tired of going through the hassle of trying to remember where you left your wallet or any other valuable item? 
Simply put Trackerly in your wallet or any other valuable item that you don’t want to lose and you can track 
their locations on the companion app. It includes an anti-lost alarm which gets activated when your phone 
and Trackerly are more than 300 feet apart. This ensures that you don’t forget your belongings! You can also 
use it to determine where you have parked your car by leaving the device in your car so that the location of 
your car gets saved on the app. You can also use it as a remote shutter to click beautiful portraits or selfies 
from your phone camera. It has a long battery life of around 3 years, it is IP67 Waterproof and has a loud alarm 
of over 95db.

Bluetooth
connectivity

AN ULTRASLIM TRACKING DEVICE
THAT CAN BE PLACED IN YOUR WALLET,
POCKET, HANDBAG OR ALMOST ANYWHERE.

11

FIND YOUR CAR
The app records the last
disconnection location

FIND MY PHONE
Holding the Track button will 

make your phone ring even if in 
silent mode

LOST YOUR WALLET
Anti-lost alarm gets activated 
when your phone and Trackerly 

are more than 300 feet apart.

TRACK YOUR LUGGAGE
you can track their locations

on the companion app

Louder Alarm

Community to Find

Long life Battery

Cloud Sync

Last seen Location

Siri to Find

Selfie Button

Seperation Alarm

Two-way Finder A B
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USB PLUG CHARGING
Charging is covenient and fast,
Can charge by opening
the lid

TWO LEAF REINFORCED BLADE
Two leaf blade with double
power and easy for crushing ice

AUTOMATIC POWER-OFF
Cup lid seperation automatic
power-off with cup lid elastic
switch technology

EASY TO CLEAN
Uncomplicated structure, Just 
clean it with a simple rinse

SUPERSONIC
JUICER
The Wireless
Personal Juicer

12GX -1
SuperSonic JUICER
350ml Portable Juicer with with long lasting battery life
SuperSonic is the perfect companion for any health conscious person. It is extremely portable and easily fits into any small bag or backpack. It also has a convenient strap so it can be easily carried by hand 
as well. It has a 2,000 mAh battery which allows you to blend up to 10 smoothies or juices before needing to charge the device again. The body is made of a mix of high quality ABS plastic and artificial 
glass fiber that makes it impact resistant and super easy to clean. It also includes a blue silicon grip which makes it easy to hold and adds to the aesthetics of the product. It has a leaf shaped high-grade 
alloy blade which rotates up to 20,000 RPM which makes it quick and easy to blend most fruits and vegetables. 

Warning : The juicer works well with less fibrous fruits and vegetables. For more fibrous fruits and vegetables it may take longer and may require you to add more water to the mix.

About 490g
Light weight

Large Capacity Battery
Continues and efficient

operation

About 20,000 RPM
High speed

Easy to operate
Double click to open

One click to close

Freshly squeezed
Anytime and anywhere

30 seconds
Delicious DIY

SMART GIFTS
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13GX -1
Portable Neck Cooler
Sleek Neck Fan for use on the go!
Tired of feeling the heat on your neck on hot summer days? Frustrated with sweating as soon as you leave the house? Bored of the hassle of carrying portable fans in your hands until they hurt? The Port-
able Neck Cooler in a premium ivory white finish solves all these problems. It is very easy to use and can be worn for long periods of time. It works with Type C charging interface so you can easily charge it 
anywhere and it can be used at different speeds according to the degree of cooling you want. It is perfect for people who use the metro and other public transportation to commute, and also great for people 
who like to exercise outdoors! It is also extremely safe to use as it utilizes a bladeless fan technology. 

POWER ON/OF
Power ON/OFF &

Three speed wind controller

USB INPUT
USB input

for charging

THREE SPEED FAN
Neck surrounding fan
with three wind speed

BLADELESS NECK FAN
Dual channel

air intake design

13
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14GX - 1
OZONE DISINFECTION BOX
Ozone Disinfection Box is a 360º Smart Disinfector which offers you efficient usage due to a larger 
capacity to sanitize multiple items at once. It helps to disinfect your phone & other belongings in just 
6 minutes. Its easy to use with touch sensitive control buttons on the top for easy reach. You may 
charge & sanitize at the same time with the inbuilt USB charging port. Ensure the cover is closed 
completely during the sanitization process to maintain the disinfection effect.
It also works as a night lamp with 7 different mood lights. It uses Ozone to Eliminate 99.9% germs 
& bacteria. Ozone also helps in removing bad odour thereby making it a perfect disinfector. Its large 
chamber easily fits phones upto 6.5”, gadgets, earphones, cards, keys, wallet, masks, gloves etc at the 
same time.

How to Use ?
• Connect the power supply & you may put your phone or other belongings in the ozone chamber
• Press O3 Sanitizer button when the blue light is on, the process of disinfection starts
• Wait about 6 minutes, the light will turn off  automatically indicating disinfection process is
   complete
• You May Turn & Switch colors of the light just to make your visual effects better, it has no effect  
   on the disinfection process.

7 Colour Mood Light
The mood light consists of a choice of seven different 

light colors and this feature adds to the aesthetics as it 
strikes your eye immediately

Disinfect More
Ozone Disinfection Box with large size chamber can disinfect more than just 

your smart phone, you can place keys, jewellery, watch, ipods, wallet, money, 
credit cards, etc.

7.7inch

4.7inch

touch sensitive buttons

Ozone disinfection is much more powerful and safer than UV disinfection
Ozone disinfection box kills 99.9% of Pathogens and

other Microorganisms with O3 in 6 Minutes
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15GX - 1
UV Disinfection Box with usb output charger
UV Disinfection Box with USB output charger 
The compact design makes it easy to take it with you wherever you go. Just plug it into the USB 
cable, put the items into the internal chamber and close the lid to start sterilizing. Dual UV light 
achieves 360º disinfection, safe to sanitize anything that fits inside.

Features:
• An extra USB port for charging your devices
• Built-In incense slot for adding fragrance to the objects
• Large capacity to fit all standard phone sizes along with any other small objects such as masks, 
glasses, keys, earphones etc. 

How to Use ?
Put the items into the disinfection box, press the disinfection button 
on the left side, the items inside the chamber begin to sterilize, and 
the disinfection process is completed in 5 minutes. If the item needs 
aromatherapy, press the right-side aromatherapy button to disinfect 
& add incense to the items.
*Incense needs to be purchased separately.

UV light-C Technology

UV light-C Technology

Sanitizes in
5 Minutes

360° UV-C
Light Technology

99.99%
Sterilization Rate

Kills at the
DNA or RNA Level

Essential Oil
Diffuser

15GX - 2
UV-c SANITIZER Box with 15w fast wireless charger
Sleek & Minimalist Design which blends seamlessly with your desk, coffee table or nightstand. It is 
a generously sized, yet compact UV Phone Sanitizer box which will fit your EarPods, wallet, credit 
cards, car keys or any other gadget. Equipped with Dual-UV Lights, our portable UV Sterilizing box 
can achieve 99.9% disinfection with 2 effective modes in 59 secs and 5 min respectively.

Features:
• Intelligent Wireless Charger : You can charge all QI-Enabled wireless charging devices with the 
fast charging inbuilt on the UV box, which will help declutter your desk. 
• Built-In incense slot for adding fragrance to the objects
• Large capacity to fit in smart phones up to 6.2inch
• Reliable, Portable, Practical & Easy to use on the go as well.

How to Use ?
Place the items into the disinfection box and single press the button on top, a beep sound comes 
and the blue light indicator lights up to enter the 59 secs mode. Press the same button once more 
and the light changes to green indicating that the 5 min mode of sterilization has commenced.
*Incense needs to be purchased separately.

UV-C
SANITIZER BOX

WITH 15W FAST WIRELESS CHARGER

Sanitizes in
59 Sec / 5 Minutes

360° UV-C
Light Technology

99.99%
Sterilization Rate

Kills at the
DNA or RNA Level

Essential Oil
Diffuser

15W WIRELESS 
CHARGER



UV disinfection
PORTABLE WALLET

mobile phone sterilizer & travel case

Put in the
mobile and zip it up

01

02 Connect the power
supply or power bank

03 Sterilization process is
completed in 5 minutes

2.5cm

18.5cm

16GX - 1
UV travel / portable sanitizing WALLET
UV Travel / Cell Phone Disinfection Kit with zipper pockets
You can Sanitize your phone and other items at the same time. It is completely portable and easy 
to use on the go or at home.
For extra protection measures we have added a magnet switch and a buzzer. After the zipper 
is closed the UV light automatically switches on and goes off after 5 minutes of 360º steriliza-
tion. If the zipper is accidently opened during the sterilization process the UV light automatically 
switches off. Sterilization Rate: Can Remove 99.99% of Bacteria.
Optional Add-on 1 : Forms a good set with Power Mate 5,000 mAh portable powerbank with 
Power Indicator (27GX - 1)
Optional Add-on 2 : Forms a good set with Power Struck Wireless 5,000 mAh powerbank with 
Wireless Charger and Suction Pad (29GX - 2)

Before After

16

SMART GIFTS
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SMART GIFTS

UVSTERILIZATION
BACKPACK

17GX - 1
UV STERILIZATION BACKPACK
Stylish and Easy to Use UV Disinfection Backpack
This Backpack is a moving UV Disinfector for your belongings on the go, with a designated 
compartment made of reflective material for disinfection with a 360° sterilization duration 
of 5, 15 & 30 Minutes. It has multiple compartments & can easily fit books, clothes or any es-
sentials along with a cushioned storage for your Laptop & Tablet, along with a strap for extra 
protection. Additionally, it offers you a luggage strap making it easier to use with other bags 
while traveling. There is one slot for your bottle & an integrated USB port for charging your 
smart devices on the go. 

UV light-C Technology

Sanitizes in
5, 15 & 30 Minutes

360° UV-C
Light Technology

99.99%
Sterilization Rate

Kills at the
DNA or RNA Level
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Bluetooth
connectivity

18GX -1*
SCHWARZWALD BASE STATION
Wireless Charger combined with Digital Clock and Bluetooth Speaker!
A combination of all the most useful daily electronic accessories into one compre-
hensive unit called the base station! The wireless charger at the top provides your 
wireless compatible devices with the fastest possible charge. The digital clock has a 
sharp white LED display. The Bluetooth speaker boasts incredibly clear sound and 
the touch sensitive buttons allow you to control the volume, song and answer calls 
with ease! Comes in a premium wooden finish.

18GX -2*
Impulse
15W  Wireless Charger, Mobile Holder & Digital Clock
This product comes in a premium black finish and includes a wireless charger combined with a mo-
bile holder so you can easily charge your phone and use it at the same time! The wireless charger 
opens and closes seamlessly making the product easy to store or carry. It also includes a digital 
clock with white digits which really stands out in contrast to the black finish of the product.

15W Fast Wireless Charger

Mobile Holder

Digital Clock

Digital Clock

Wireless Charger Bluetooth Speaker

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.

* For sale in selected countries only
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19GX -1*
Wireless FAST Charger with Mood Light
Premium Metallic Grey Wireless Fast Charger with innovative design and mood light
This wireless charger has an innovative design as the body is completely stretchable and 
collapsible and the material used allows it to be placed in many different viewing angles so 
you can use your phone or view media comfortably while charging. The mood light consists 
of a choice of many different light colors and this feature adds to the aesthetics as it strikes 
your eye immediately and matches perfectly with the premium metallic grey finish.

CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE COLOR MODE

WIRELESS
FAST CHARGER
WITH MOOD LIGHT

Wireless Charger Mobile Holder

Mood Light

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE COLOR MODE

WIRELESS
FAST CHARGER

WITH MOOD LIGHT
& BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Power Button
Turn on/off Bluetooth Speaker

Night Light Button
Turn on/off Night light

Wireless Charger

Mobile Holder

Bluetooth Speaker

Mood Light

20GX -1*
Wireless Fast Charger with Night Light & Bluetooth Speaker
Premium White Wireless Fast Charger with bluetooth speaker and night light
This wireless charger has an innovative design as the body is completely stretchable and collapsible 
and the material used allows it to be placed in many different viewing angles so you can use your 
phone or view media comfortably while charging. It also has a bluetooth speaker built in and a 
night light making it the perfect desktop accessory!

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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21GX -2*
Desk Power Station
Power station for your desk with 1 wireless charger, 3 USB ports and 2 power outputs!
This product is a power house in every way! You can charge up to 6 devices in one go using 
the wireless charger, USB ports and power outputs. It looks great in an attractive white finish 
and has a compact design so it does not take up too much space no matter where you keep it.

6700

Wireless Charger

Mobile Holder

USB Output

2 Plug Outlet

Wireless Charger

Travel Adapter

LED Display

USB Output

Powerbank

21GX -1*
3 IN 1 GLOBAL TRAVEL ADAPTER
3 in 1 Travel Adapter, Portable Wireless Charger and Powerbank 
This innovative product in an elegant white and grey finish combines  a regular wall charger 
with a wireless charger and a 6700mAh powerbank . The wall charger can be used in various 
countries as US, EU, AU & UK compatible power plugs are provided in the box that can easily 
be detached and reattached to the wall charger. Two USB-A ports and one USB-C port are 
provided making this compatible with a multitude of devices. The convenient wireless charger 
placed on the side can be simply used by turning on the powerbank and placing it sideways on 
any surface. There is also an efficient display that shows you the battery life. 

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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22GX -2*
Triangle
Elegant bluetooth speaker and wireless charger with a light-up logo area!
This is the perfect promotional product to display your logo in a cool way and at the same time 
have a product with great utility combining a wireless charger and a bluetooth speaker. The 
logo area is available in black and white to suit your preferences.

Bluetooth
connectivity

A B

22GX -1*
Helix Pro 2.0
Multifunctional Desktop Wireless Charger with a Pen Stand, USB Fan & Light
Helix Pro 2.0 combines the most essential elements into one unified product making it the 
perfect addition to an executive’s desk. It includes a 10W wireless charger so you can comfort-
ably charge and use your phone at the same time. The pen stand allows you to store your 
stationery easily in order to keep your desk clean and tidy. The ABS body adds to the elegant 
finish while ensuring your phone does not overheat while charging. It includes 2 USB Ports so 
you can easily charge multiple devices. It also includes a USB fan and USB LED Light which can 
be attached to the pen pot itself or easily carried around separately as well as they work with 
any USB port.

10W Fast Wireless Charger

Mobile Holder

Fan

USB Output

LED Lamp

Wireless Charger

Mobile Holder

Bluetooth Speaker

Lightup Logo

USB Fan
LED Light

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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23GX-3*
SIERRA NEVADA PRO
Four USB Intelligent Desktop Charge Station with Detachable Wireless Charger
This vibrant looking charging station with a unique design can fit a family of five or more devices 
in the most efficient way possible, so any user can charge multiple devices at any given point in 
time. The detachable Wireless Charger is placed in the front of the device so that one device can 
be charged undeterred by the bounds of cables. Three USB-A ports and one USB-C Port are pro-
vided at the sides for charging the devices placed in the organizer at the back in an orderly fashion. 
Power is delivered using smart charging technology that identifies your devices and delivers the 
fastest possible charge. Another exciting feature included is case compatibility i.e. charging with 
most mobile cases on.

OUTPUT
MAX

MULTI-
CHARGE

USB
TYPE-C

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

SMART
PROTECT

RAPID
CHARGING

UNIVERSAL

23GX -2*
HELIX PRO
Wireless Charger with Pen Holder and USB-A Output
This multifunctional wireless charger is the most comprehensive fixture for the modern execu-
tive’s desk. The refined and smooth design that includes a metallic base and top, a matte black 
surface for a smartphone to recharge and a practical pen holder at the top making it the most 
complete table fixture for working professionals. The extension at the bottom can simply be 
pulled out to serve as a phone stand so you can use your phone and charge it in portrait or 
landscape mode. The USB-A port on the side is a welcome addition to charge additional devices.

23GX -1*
Helix Max
Multifunctional Desktop Wireless Charger with Pen Stand and Light Up Logo
Helix Max combines a 10W Wireless Charger with a Pen Stand, which makes it the perfect item 
for an office desk. You can also charge multiple devices with the additional USB ports included. 
The product comes in a striking black finish with ample area for an eye-catching light up logo to 
show off your company logo in style!

Wireless Charger

Mobile Holder

USB Output

10W Wireless Charger Mobile Holder Lightup logo

Wireless Charger

USB Output

Mobile Holder

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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24GX -1*
DESKTOP FAST WIRELESS CHARGER WITH STAND
This user friendly fast wireless charger allows you to charge your wireless compatible devices 
while simultaneously keeping your phone at a comfortable angle for viewing media and us-
ing your phone for any purpose while charging.

24GX - 2*
DESKTOP WIRELESS CHARGER
This super-fast wireless charger delivers the fastest possible charge to your wireless compat-
ible devices. Its minimalistic and sleek white design adds to its elegance and it takes approxi-
mately the space of a coaster leaving the majority of your desk area free!

24GX - 3*
CAR WIRELESS CHARGER
Intelligent Car phone holder with automatic sensor and wireless charger
This innovative car product has an automatic sensor with stretch and shrink technology.Simply place your phone 
on the holder and the arms will automatically shrink and hold your phone. The inbuilt wireless charger makes 
charging your phone extremely convenient as you simply place your phone on it and begins charging. No hassles 
or struggling while driving, charge your phone easily at any time! 

Option 1 : Includes a light up logo, but no automatic stretch and shrink sensor
Option 2 : Includes an automatic stretch and shrink automatic sensor, but no light up logo

Wireless Charger Wireless ChargerMobile Holder

Automatic sensor with
stretch and shrink technology

OPtion -2
without lightup logo

Wireless Charger Mobile Holder

OPtion -1
with lightup logo

Lightup logo

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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WIRELESS
CHARGER

MOUSE
PAD

25GX -1*
desk essentials
Modern shaped mouse that can be charged using any wireless charger, mousepad with integrated wireless charger and airbuds!
This ergonomic mouse can be used comfortably for extended periods of time and can be connected wirelessly to your computer. Whenever the battery is running low simply place it on the wireless charging 
section on the mousepad or any other wireless charger and it will begin to charge instantly! It can also be charged in a conventional way using a cable. There is also an attractive mouse pad included in this 
set, which is the perfect combination of style with a nice blue and black combination, and convenience with the mousepad and wireless charger built into one! The airbuds have a great sound and come with 
a wireless charging case so you can conveniently charge them at any time. All three products in this set can be sold as a bundle or seperately.

OPTION A
WIRELESS CHARGEABLE MOUSE

OPTION B
WIRELESS CHARGEABLE AIRBUDS

WIRELESS CHARGING MOUSE PAD - 1

WIRELESS CHARGING MOUSE PAD - 2

MOUSE PAD AND WIRELESS CHARGER FOR ANY WIRELESS CHARGING COMPATIBLE DEVICES

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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WIRED CHARGING MODE
55°c

26GX - 2*
Mug Warmer & Wireless Charger
Innovative product that keeps your drink warm and can be used as a wireless charger!
This product is perfect for any hard working professional because it takes care of the 2 most 
important things: your phone and your coffee! The base of the product can be used as a wireless 
charger for your phone or any other wireless charging compatible device and it supports fast 
charging. The base also keeps whichever drink is in the mug at a steady 55°C which is the ideal 
temperature to drink tea or coffee, so you can sip it throughout the day without the hassle of 
keeping on reheating it constantly!

COFFEE MUG WARMER WIRELESS CHARGER

WATER
PROOF

CELL PHONE
BATTERY SAFETY

RADIATION
SHIELD

FOREIGN OBJECT
DETECTION

CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE

ANTI
BURNING

AUTO
SHUT OFF

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

26GX -1*
DAILY USE / TRAVEL WIRELESS WALLET
Stylish Compact Daily Use / Travel  Wallet with Built-in Wireless Powerbank
This wireless daily use / travel wallet comes with a built in 4000mAh wireless charging 
compatible powerbank, slot for passport, and slots for mobile phone, credit cards, pen, 
USB cable, earphones and other accessories. It comes with cables supporting USB-A, 
USB-C, 2 IN 1 Lightning and Micro-USB. (Pen Not Included)

4000

Wireless Charger Mobile HolderUSB Output

WIRELESS CHARGING MODE

26* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.



POWER BANK PRODUCTS

27GX - 2
Power Mate Light
10,000 mAh powerbank with Light Up Logo
This 10,000 mAh powerbank comes in an elegant blue ABS finish with a power indicator to 
show you the battery level easily. It has ports for using USB output, type C input or micro-USB 
input making it very versatile. Your company logo can be engraved to display it in an elegant 
light up fashion which really stands out in contrast with the blue casing of the powerbank. 
A suction pad can be added in the box so you can stick it to your phone or any device as per 
your requirement.

Suction pad
Optional

27GX - 1
Power Mate
5,000 mAh portable powerbank with Power Indicator
This 5,000 mAh powerbank packs a punch with its compact design similar to the size of a 
credit card. It comes in an elegant white ABS finish with a power indicator to show you the 
battery level easily. It has ports for using USB output, type C input or micro-USB input mak-
ing it very versatile. There is ample space on the powerbank to show off your company logo 
in style. A suction pad can be added in the box so you can stick it to your phone or any device 
as per your requirement.

5000

10,000

USB Output

USB Output

27

Lightup logo
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28GX - 1*
Bubble Blitz 
8800 mAh light up logo and suction powerbank with inbuilt wireless charger and cables
The powerbank has a compact and portable body which makes it easy to carry around and 
the suction pad makes it easy to stick your phone to it. There is an inbuilt 2in1 Micro-USB and 
lightning cable and a Type-C cable. There is ample space on the body to prominently display 
your company’s illuminated logo. It also has wireless charging capability so the only thing 
you need is the powerbank and you can avoid the hassle of remembering to carry additional 
cables.

28GX - 2*
Power Dose
10,000 mAh Wireless Charging Powerbank with suction pad & stand
This 10,000 mAh wireless charging powerbank comes in a premium rubber finish. It has 
built-in micro USB, Type C and lightning charging cables for ease of use. The large suction 
pad allows you to easily stick any phone to it without being worried about it detaching. It 
also comes with a 4 LED light charging indicator and USB, micro-USB and Type C ports. The 
built-in phone stand allows you to enjoy a movie on the go easily or have a hassle free video 
conference.

22G - 2
AAA
AAA
AAA

Lightup logo

Wireless charger

Suction pad

Lightup logo

Wireless charger

CHARGE 4 DEVICES
AT A TIME

Wireless charger

Suction pad

USB Output

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.

10,000

8800
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29GX - 2*
POWER STRUCK WIRELESS
Powerbank with Wireless Charger and Suction Pad
5000mAh Powerbank with Suction Pad which helps stick the powerbank on the back 
of the phone/tab for ease of carrying. Simply place your wireless charging compatible 
device on the suction pad to begin charging. Output: 2A

5000

29GX -1
Multifunctional Power Bank with Phone / Tablet Stand
6,000 mAh Powerbank with Foldable Stand / Holder
Tired of holding your phone/tablet in your hands for hours for long meetings until your hands
hurt? This 6,000 mAh powerbank with a stand can solve that problem! The convenient fold-
able element makes it easy to fit into any small backpack or pocket. In the era of video calls 
and online meetings, it serves as the perfect accessory for any working person. Carry the pow-
erbank anywhere and set it up on any flat surface, and voila! You have a working set up that 
can be carried anywhere for meetings, video conferences or also to catch a quick movie or TV
series on the go! It can easily carry any phone or tablet up to 12.9 inches and it provides you 
with ample power to charge your phone or larger devices as well.

ADJUSTABLE HOLDER CAN HOLD
MOBILE AND TABLET BELOW 12.9” 

6000

USB OutputPowerbank Mobile Holder

Lightup logo

Wireless charger

Suction pad

BUILT IN 2 IN 1 CABLE
IOS & ANDROID

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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20,000 10,000

30GX -1
Power Grid Max
20,000 mAh powerbank with LED Display
Large Capacity Powerbank that can charge phones or larger devices! Comes in a premium 
white finish. It has a convenient LED Display so you can know the battery level of the power 
bank at a glance. Comes with Type-C and Micro-USB inputs so you can charge the powerbank 
easily with either cable. It also has 2 USB outputs so you can charge multiple devices at the 
same time!

30GX -2
Power Grid
10,000 mAh powerbank with LED Display
Large Capacity Powerbank that can charge phones or larger devices! Comes in a premium 
blue metallic casing. It has a convenient LED Display so you can know the battery level of 
the powerbank at a glance. Comes with Type-C and Micro-USB inputs so you can charge the 
powerbank easily with either cable. It also has 2 USB outputs so you can charge multiple 
devices at the same time!

USB OutputPowerbank LED Display USB OutputPowerbank LED Display
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Weight : 50gSize : 15.1 x 1.6 cm
Available Colors:

31GX -1
STYLUS POWER PEN WITH SCREEN CLEANER
The Only PEN that charges your phone/tab and also keeps the screen clean!
This beautiful thoughtfully designed pen holds a 1000 mAh battery, a unique combined 
microUSB port and a Lightning Connector for the latest range of Apple and Android 
devices. Plus, it works as a stylus for any touchscreen device, as well as a regular ball-
point pen on twisting the tip.The built-in battery acts as an emergency charger giving 
gadgets a much-needed boost when in absolute need.
Additionally, the top of the Pen is a high quality cleaner for the screens to free it of 
fingerprints and smudges. Keeps the screen looking always NEW!

FEATURES:
Integrated Power Bank 1000mAh
Li-lon Battery
Compatible with most Smartphones
Ball Point Pen & Stylus
Combined micro USB / iOS lightning adaptor
Antique Gold Color

1000

Weight : 242gSize : 11.0 x 5.7 x 5.3 cm
Available Colors:

31GX -2
5 PLUS
A wonderfully designed portable Multi-Purpose torch.
1. Magnetic Base which attaches the Lantern to tent poles or tables for ease of use
2. Hook at the top which lets you hang the Lantern conveniently in any place
3. Powerful LED Torch which gives a focussed light wherever needed
4. Glow Light which gives 360° ambient non focussed white glow to completely illu-
minate the surrounding and which also acts as an emergency  hazard light with red 
coloured strobing/blinking 
5. Built in 6000mAh battery to power the torch for numerous days and also a USB 
output to charge smartphones, music players and GPS devices when needed

6000

USB OutputPowerbank

LED Flashlight
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AUDIO DEVICES

32GX -2
Vibe Pro
Multifunctional Bluetooth Speaker with Clock
This Bluetooth speaker comes with professional sound quality and is extremely versatile as it 
allows you to play music via bluetooth, TF card or using an Aux Cable. It also includes hands-
free and FM Radio functions. There is a clock at the front which displays the time in a large font 
making it easily visible and the mirror finish in the front makes it really stand out!

Bluetooth Speaker

Lightup Logo

Bluetooth
connectivity

Bluetooth
connectivity

Digital ClockBluetooth Speaker

32GX -1
Vibe Mini
Compact Bluetooth Speaker with Light Up Logo
Extremely portable and compact bluetooth speaker with handsfree function and a self-
timer. Comes in an elegant black finish which allows your company logo to stand out in 
a light up fashion. Also includes a convenient strap attached to the product so you can 
easily carry it around.



AUDIO DEVICES

COMPACT PASSPORT FOLDER WITH
WIRELESS POWERBANK

Bluetooth
connectivity

10W
Speaker

Plays
upto 5Hrs

FABRIC BLUETOOTH SPEAKER WITH EXCEPTIONAL SOUND

33GX -1*
SCHWARZWALD FABRIC SPEAKER
Exceptional Looks, Loud Clear Sound, High Capacity Battery
This portable bluetooth speaker from Schwarzwald has a textured fabric covering the 
front which makes it look exceptionally beautiful. 
It features Handsfree calling, on speaker navigation buttons and extremely loud and 
clear sound thanks to its 10W speaker. 
The high capacity 2600mAh battery keeps the speaker booming for hours together 
and combined with the ability to play from USBs, MicroSD/TF Cards, Aux input and 
bluetooth, this is the most desired speaker ever.

33GX -2
ROUND METALLIC BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Play from all sources handsfree portable Bluetooth Speaker
This stylish metallic circular bluetooth speaker is the only speaker one needs. It plays 
from USB, Aux, MicroSD/TF Card and Bluetooth. Throw anything at it, it plays every-
thing. It also comes with nice accented coloured lights to go along with the music and 
a mic for handsfree calling.

Bluetooth
connectivity

TF CARD
SUPPORTING

HANDS FREE
CALLS

BLUETOOTH
SPEAKER

LED
LIGHT

TF CARD
SUPPORTING

HANDS FREE
CALLS

BLUETOOTH
SPEAKER

LED
LIGHT

33GX -3
SQUARE METALLIC BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Play from all sources handsfree portable Bluetooth Speaker
This stylish metallic square bluetooth speaker is the only speaker one needs. It plays 
from USB, Aux, MicroSD/TF Card and Bluetooth. Throw anything at it, it plays every-
thing. It also comes with nice accented coloured lights to go along with the music and 
a mic for handsfree calling.

33 * For sale in selected countries only

Bluetooth
connectivity
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34GX -3
ACOUSTIC BLACK
Stereo Bluetooth headphones with cushioned foldable earpads. It also has input slots 
for music playback through MicroSD card and Auxilliary besides the bluetooth. The built 
in FM receiver  combined with Handsfree calling make this a good headphone to own.

34GX - 1
Airbuds Studio
Premium Wireless Earphones with top notch sound quality. Includes active noise can-
cellation so you can get immersed in your music or movie and be cut off from the noise 
in the background. The silicon eartips make it super comfortable to wear for long pe-
riods of time. There are multiple sizes of the eartips in the box so you can switch them 
out as per your comfort.

34GX -2
BASS GOLD
An extremely beautiful and super comfortable headphone in a gorgeous gold colour. 
Super bassy stereo bluetooth sound with on headphone playback controls. 

34
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35GX - 3
SOUND FRAME
Slimmest Bluetooth speaker with Photo Frame.
The Sound Frame Bluetooth Speaker is the first of its kind with its unique clever design. 
The Bluetooth Speaker gives plenty of punch at only 13mm thickness. 
Deliver your logo message with a customized front print panel.
Available sizes - 13mm flat panel and 28mm flat panel  

35GX - 1
FOLDABLE HEADPHONES
Cushioned Stereo Wired Headphones 
These headphones come with a folding headband and padded over-ear cups which give 
a clear sound and reduce ambient noise. They can be used with phones, tablets and all 
music players which come with a 3.5 mm audio jack.

35GX - 2
AUDIO SPLITTER AND STAND
2-in-1 Audio Splitter and Device Stand
This product allows two people to listen to the same audio device at the same time with
their own set of earphones or headphones. The item can also be used as a phone stand 
by pressing the suction cup at the back of the stand

35GX - 4
AIRPHONES
Light Weight earphones
These earphones can be used with phones, tablets and all music players which come 
with a 3.5 mm audio jack. Includes a handy storage box. No Mic.

35GX - 5
SPIRAL EARPHONES
Bluetooth Wireless Stereo Sports earphones
The Spiral earphone will stay in your ear under any circumstance. The earplug spirals 
around your ear due to the ergonomic design. Ideal for running, biking or other sports..

Bluetooth
connectivity

Bluetooth Speaker
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PREMIUM GIFT SETS

36GX - 1*
VOGUE-BLACK
A park avenue gift set in a deluxe gift box

Contents include
• Park Avenue genuine leather wallet in black    
• Park Avenue unisex watch with a leather strap    
• Park Avenue metal ball pen

36GX - 2*
VOGUE-BROWN
A park avenue gift set in a deluxe gift box

Contents include
• Park Avenue genuine leather wallet in brown    
• Park Avenue unisex watch with a leather strap    
• Park Avenue metal ball pen

* For sale in selected countries only
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PREMIUM GIFT SETS

37GX - 1*
DUET plus
High quality park avenue branded watches in an attractive box containing a ladies and 
a men’s watch

37GX - 2*
LUGAN
A Park Avenue gift set in a suede box

CONTENTS INCLUDE
• Chic design trifold unisex genuine leather wallet 
• Business card holder crafted in genuine  leather

* For sale in selected countries only
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PREMIUM GIFT SETS

38GX - 1*
AREO BROWN
Gift set comprising of a Park Avenue genuine leather wallet in brown with a Park Av-
enue metal ball pen

38GX - 2*
AREO BLACK
Gift set comprising of a Park Avenue genuine leather wallet in black with a Park Avenue 
metal ball pen

* For sale in selected countries only
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PREMIUM GIFT SETS

NOTE BOOK WITH 16GB DETACHABLE USB

39GX - 2*
TIVOLI GIFT SET
A Park Avenue gift set in a deluxe gift box

Contents include
• A Park Avenue leatherite note book with an attractive blue, black colored cover and an 
inbuilt 16GB detachable USB on the closure strap 
• A Park Avenue frosty blue, black metal pen

A B
A B

39GX - 1*
MEMO
A Park Avenue high quality genuine leather organizer (one page per day diary 
refill) in a deluxe gift box.
Comes with a Park Avenue metal ball pen available in black & Brown colours

* For sale in selected countries only

16GB Memory



PARK AVENUE PEN SETS

Flamingo

40GX - 1*
FLAMINGO
Park avenue branded set of two pens with laser (Ball and Roller pen) etched 
body with rose gold trims

40GX - 2*
ROYAL SCOTT
Park Avenue branded set of two pens, a roller and a ballpoint, in a royal gold checkbox 
pattern with a magnificent star at the top

* For sale in selected countries only 40
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PARK AVENUE PEN SETS

41

41GX - 1*
PLUTO
Park avenue branded american silver plated pen set (Ball and Roller pen) in a deluxe 
gift box

41GX - 3*
SMART
Park avenue branded set of two pens (Ball and Roller pen) in a black lacquer barrel with 
circular pattern laser etched body with chrome trims

41GX - 2*
Chelsea
Park avenue branded set of two pens (Ball and Roller pen)
in rose gold trims packed in a deluxe gift box

* For sale in selected countries only
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PARK AVENUE PREMIUM SINGLE PENS

42GX - 2*
Parkham
A park avenue single ball pen with a silver body and gold trims packed in a gift box.

42GX - 1*
Clayton
A park avenue ball pen with a textured golden body and shiny black top.

42GX - 3*
iTouch
Park Avenue branded roller pen with a leather body and rose gold
trims in a gift box.  A high quality stylus tip for touch screens.

42GX - 4*
TOUCH MATE
Park avenue branded roller pen with a laser engraved body and 
rose gold trims in a gift box. A high quality stylus tip for touch 
screens.

* For sale in selected countries only
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PARK AVENUE PREMIUM SINGLE PENS

43GX - 1*
AUTHOR SILVER
A park avenue light weight ball point pen with silver etched top and
black body packed in a gift box.

43GX - 2*
BRITE SILVER
A park avenue ball pen with chrome laser etched body in metalic 
silver finish packed in a deluxe gift box.

43GX - 4*
AUTHOR GOLD
A park avenue light weight ball point pen with gold etched top and 
black body packed in a gift box.

43GX - 3*
Brighton
A park avenue ball point pen with black body and gold trims packed 
in a gift box.

* For sale in selected countries only
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PARK AVENUE PREMIUM SINGLE PENS

A

A

B

B

C

44GX - 1*
eternity
A park avenue branded roller pen in an attractive box with a black body and silver trims.

44GX - 2*
ICE - GREY/ WHITE
A park avenue branded roller pen with a unique magnetic cover which snaps to the 
body of the pen

44GX - 3*
CELESTE
A park avenue branded chic roller pen in a matte body with matte chrome trims with 
a unique magnetic cover which snaps to the body of the pen and comes packed in a 
recyclable paper box. Available in 3 colours

* For sale in selected countries only
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CROSS

A

B C

DA

B D

E

C

Complete range of products available on request* For sale in selected countries only

45GX - 1*
CLASSIC CENTURY
A monument to mid-century modern design, the century collection welcomes the ad-
dition of a new slim profile gel ink pen, fountain pen and a new black lacquer finish. As 
our most iconic silhouette, the century continues to inspire visionaries as it has for six 
decades

45GX - 2*
CLASSIC CENTURY II
Our legendary century II has all the style and grace of the classic century but with
a bolder profile. With a wider girth, you’ll have a firm grip on your unique creativity

A

B

45GX - 3*
CALAIS
With art deco inspired lines and striking two-toned finish, the Calais collection is an 
instant classic. Lightweight and sleek, with chrome accents and a bold profile, it brings 
a crisp, clean look to the table every time
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CROSS

46GX - 1*
CROSS WALLET & CARDHOLDER SET
A gift set includes a top grain spanish leather wallet and a card holder packed in a gift 
box

46GX - 3*
CROSS TRAVEL WALLET
Cross passport wallet in genuine leather that comes packed in a gift box along with a 
cross ball point pen

46GX - 2*
CROSS COIN WALLET & PEN SET
A gift set which includes a top grain spanish leather coin wallet and a calais ball pen

Complete range of products available on request* For sale in selected countries only
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MONT BLANC

47GX - 1*
MIDNIGHT STARWALKER 
Mont blanc ball point pen with twist mechanism 
with black resin barrel and gun metal trims. 
Available in ball pen, roller pen and fine liner.

47GX - 2*
MEISTERSTUCK LeGrand  - GOLD
Mont blanc ball point pen with twist mechanism 
with black resin barrel and gold trims

47GX - 3*
MEISTERSTUCK LeGrand  - CHROME
Mont blanc ball point pen with twist mechanism 
with black resin barrel and chrome trims

47GX - 4*
MEISTERSTUCK WALLET
Mont blanc genuine leather men’s wallet crafted 
from fine leather with plenty of slots for credit 
cards

Complete range of products available on request* For sale in selected countries only



TECH GIFTS & IT PRODUCTS

MOTION SENSOR

48GX - 1
MULTIFUNCTIONAL SOLAR POWERBANK
6000 mAh Solar Powerbank with LED Light and Dual USB Output
This smart solar power bank can be simply attached to any window using the 4 suction cups 
provided to begin charging. It includes an LED light with a motion sensor switch which makes 
it turn on when it detects a person and turn off once the person leaves. The LED light can 
be used for lighting as well as SOS purposes. The Dual USB output allows you to charge 2 
devices simultaneously with USB 1A for smartphones and USB 2.1A for smartphones/tablets. 
It also comes with a carabiner so it can be attached to a backpack.

48

6000



TECH GIFTS & IT PRODUCTS

Waterproof Housing

Mount 6 Mount 7

Handle Bar/Pole Mount

Clip 1

Mount 1 Mount 2 Mount 3 Mount 4 Mount 5

Clip 2 Helmet Mounts Bandages
Protective
backdoor

HIGH DEFINITION WATER PROOF ACTION VIDEO CAMERA WITH WIFI

Available as Add-on or Separately (49GX - 2)
Super steady videos and pictures for smartphones and HD Video Cameras/GoPro
Smoovie is a video stabiliser that fits in your pocket, is easy to use for all abilities and the most affordable option for recording smooth videos on the go!
Traditional video stabilisers are much bigger and heavier, with tricky and time consuming set up. Instead of relying on weight and friction Smoovie cleverly uses magnetic force, allowing anyone to record 
smooth videos without all that bulk. Just pull out the telescopic counterweight balance to the marker for your smartphone or GoPro and Smoovie calibrates itself!

49

49GX - 1
FULL HD ACTION CAMERA
FULL HD Waterproof Action camera with WiFi
Capture all moments on videos and pictures in full high definition 1080P resolution with this Full HD Camera. Comes with built in WiFi to connect with application on iOS/Android on the go and lots of 
accessories to make it one of the most useful cameras ever. Mount it on bikes, cars, boats, helmets, skateboards etc to capture crystal clear videos while in motion. The waterproof housing enables it to 
be used with water activities or to capture videos under water. Comes with a 2.0” LCD to view videos/pictures. It can also be used for home security as well as a car dash camera.

1. Mobile Application : iOS & Android (Direct connect camera via WiFi)
2. Display : 2.0” LCD
3. Image Resolution :12 MP CMOS
4. Video Resolution :1920x1080 30 FPS | 1280x720 60FPS
5. Lens: 170° Full HD Wide Angle
6. Memory : Upto 32GB MicroSD card slot (No card included)
7. Output : Micro HDMI & WiFi

8. Battery Life : 70 Minute continuous Full HD recording
9. Capacity : 900mAh removable
10. Record via Motion Activation for Home Security
11. Can be used as a Car Dash Camera (Auto Start/Stop recording when Charging/Not Charging)
12.OSD Languages :English/French/Spanish/German/Italian/Japanese/Chinese/Korean/Russian
13. Features: Looping Video, Time Stamp, Exposure, Burst, Time Lapse, Continuous Lapse, Sound Indications
Size : 3.0 x 6.0 x 4.0 cm Weight : 58g

Pocket
Sized
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TECH GIFTS & IT PRODUCTS

TWO WAY SUCTION PAD FOR EASY ATTACHMENT

FEATURES
1. Application is always up-to-date with latest iOS
2. Two Way Anti-Lost
3. Remote camera shutter
4. Cloud messaging

5. Set Blacklist
6. Works without Jailbreak
7. 4mm thin

SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Aluminium alloy
Color: Silver, Gold
Bluetooth version: Bluetooth 4.0
Bluetooth range: 10M, 360°
SIM card type: Micro SIM
Network : GSM

Weight : 35gSize : 8.5 x 5.4 x 0.4 cm
Available Colors:

Band: GSM850MHz /EGSM900MHz/ 
DCS1800MHz/PCS1900MHz 
Compatibility:  iOS 7.0 above
Battery capacity: 400mAh
Talk time: up to 3 hours
Battery life: 72 hours

MESSAGE BLACKLIST

CALLS ANTI-LOST SELFIE CAMERA

Bluetooth
connectivity

IPHONE SLIMLINE DUAL SIM ADAPTER RECHARGEABLE FINE POINT ACTIVE STYLUS PEN

FOR IPAD, IPHONE, MOST ANDROID TABLETS
AND SMARTPHONES WITH ACCUWRITE™

50Gx - 1
iPHONE DUAL SIM
Dual Sim option for iOS devices!
iPhone single sim problem now solved. No need to keep 2 iPhones for 2 phone num-
bers. With the help of this extremely thin device, convert iPhone into dual sim, dual 
standby.
Just insert one sim card in this device and connect it with the software in the iPhone and 
both sims, one in the iPhone and one in this device, work together.
It comes with a suction pad to attach it behind the iPhone for ease of use.
(On Order. MOQ 100pcs)

Weight : 17gSize : 15 x 1.0 cm 
Available Colors:

50gx - 2
ACTIVE STYLUS
There are standard styluses and then there is ACTIVE Stylus!
With a special 2.8mm powered tip and a slim 9.5mm barrel, this ultra light weight Ac-
tive Stylus enables to write/draw on  screens smoothly with absolute accuracy.
Regular styluses are not powered and usually are very thick which makes the writing/
drawing on screens difficult. 
The newly launched PET Tip which is wear resistant till a hundred thousand metres,  
gives an outstanding writing and drawing experience.



TECH GIFTS & IT PRODUCTS
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51Gx - 2
Find It
Stylish anti lost device in a striking yet simple metallic grey finish!
Attach it to keys, pets, bag, phone, wallet or any other belonging and always know their location. 
With the inbuilt feature of adding a location tag on the press of the button, mark any location on 
the map in the mobile app and navigate to it whenever you want. NEVER forget the location of 
your car!

51Gx - 1
Trackerly
Super Slim Credit Card Shaped Anti Lost Device
Tired of going through the hassle of trying to remember where you left your wallet or any other valu-
able item? Simply put Trackerly in your wallet or any other valuable item that you don’t want to lose 
and you can track their locations on the companion app. It includes an anti-lost alarm which gets acti-
vated when your phone and Trackerly are more than 300 feet apart. This ensures that you don›t forget 
your belongings! You can also use it to determine where you have parked your car by leaving the device 
in your car so that the location of your car gets saved on the app. You can also use it as a remote shutter 
to click beautiful portraits or selfies from your phone camera. It has a long battery life of around 3 years, 
it is IP67 Waterproof and has a loud alarm of over 95db.

Bluetooth
connectivity

Bluetooth
connectivity

AN ULTRASLIM TRACKING DEVICE
THAT CAN BE PLACED IN YOUR WALLET,
POCKET, HANDBAG OR ALMOST ANYWHERE.

Louder Alarm

Community to Find

Long life Battery

Cloud Sync

Last seen Location

Siri to Find

Selfie Button

Seperation Alarm

Two-way Finder
A B
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TECH GIFTS & IT PRODUCTS

52Gx - 1
AIRBOARD
Apple Style portable Bluetooth Keyboard
Stylish and lightweight bluetooth enabled keyboard which can be used with tablets,
mobile phones, smart TVs and other devices with Bluetooth® function. Super thin 
with a combination of White and Silver and spaced out keys.

52Gx - 2
WIRELESS CONNECT
A wireless mouse which can be connected through Bluetooth 

SPECIFICATIONS 
•  Comes in 2 colours - black and attractive blue 
•  Available with USB port connector 
•  Space available for branding  

52Gx - 4
ROUSE
The nap alarm alert is a high-quality personal stay-awake driving device that alerts 
you when you start to fall asleep. Put the nap alarm behind your ear and it starts 
beeping once it detects you falling asleep. It measures the speed of the head move-
ments in order to determine whether you are falling asleep. Can be used for security 
staff as well.

52Gx - 3
COMFORT MOUSE
Glossy and stylish mouse available in black and white colours

52Gx - 5
4 IN 1 LENS SET
Professional Photography Gear for Mobile Phones
This lens set features 1 each of 15X Macro, 0.65X Wide Angle, 0.4X Super Wide Angle and 195 
Degree Fish Eye Lenses. The sturdy frames attach onto the phone camera securely and the 
high quality optical glass lenses enable distortion free professional photography.

FUNCTIONS 
Ensure driver awareness and safety
 Prevent traffic accidents
Keep on duty security staff alert

Wakes you upFalling asleep
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TECH GIFTS & IT PRODUCTS

POWER SOURCE SWITCH

EARPHONE JACK

MOBILE CHARGE JACK

SOLAR BATTERY PANEL

COLD CATHODE 
FLUORESCENT LAMP

INDICATION LAMP

DYNAMO HANDLE

LIGHT SWITCH

TORCH LIGHT

SPEAKER

TUNING DIAL

VOLUME DIAL

RADIO FUNCTION SWITCH

53Gx - 3
TURBO LIGHT
Turbo Light is a high quality multi-utility torch with the latest design and plenty of functions. 
It consists of a Bright LED Torch, AM/FM Radio, Cold Cathode Fluorescent lamp, a siren and 
an Emergency Mobile charger. Multi-way power inputs make it a universal product that can 
be used anywhere

SPECIFICATIONS
•   AM/FM Radio
•   White LED light (1pc)
•   Siren/Blinking
•    U-type Cold Cathode Fluorescent lantern
•   Solar rechargeable
•    Emergency mobile phone charger
•   Dynamo rechargeable
•   Nokia/Sony Ericsson/iPhone / BlackBerry
•   Size: 24 x 7 x 6.5 cm

53Gx - 2
SWISS KNIFE SHAPED CONNECTOR
Multi purpose connector for power charging and data transfer in a swiss army knife shape 
having connector for most models of mobiles

53Gx - 1
SLIM
Touch screen radio frequency laser pointer and presenter with page up / page down function 
with an inbuilt memory having capacity of 8GB to store your presentations/data

Product Parameters : Receiver                         
RF Frequency : 2.4 GHz
Control Distance : 10 mts
Laser Distance : Up to 20 mts
Battery Capacity : 300mAh

Receiver
Operating System : Windows, Mac
Interface  : USB 2.0 compatible with USB 1.1, USB 3.0
Working Voltage : USB Electric suppy (3.7-4.2 V)
Dimensions & weight : 37*14.6*6.7 mm  weighting 80ghaving connector for 
most models of mobiles

* For sale in selected countries only
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TECH GIFTS & IT PRODUCTS

54Gx - 3*
COHERENT
High quality 4-in-1 ball pen with stylus, laser pointer and a flash 
light packed in a gift box. Available in black and white 

54Gx - 2
TWIST USB PEN
Twist action aluminium ballpen with integrated 8GB USB
A smart and functional twist action aluminium ballpen with a 
8GB USB in the clip. The Jumbo clip makes it perfect for logo 
printing and the middle barrel can be laser engraved.

54Gx - 1
USB PEN 
Twist action ballpen with integrated 32GB USB
A smart and functional twist action ballpen with a 32GB USB on 
the top.

54Gx - 4*
BULLET
An infra-red remote controlled laser pointer/presenter with 8GB 
flash memory

* For sale in selected countries only

32GB Memory

8GB Memory

8GB Memory
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USB’S & FLASH DRIVES

55Gx - 6
Slide-Out USB 2
A convenient slider design USB that protects the USB by allowing you to retract 
it on the go. Available in various capacities. 

55Gx - 5
Slide-Out USB 1
A convenient slider design USB that protects the USB by allowing you to retract it on the go. 
Available in various capacities. 

55Gx - 4
Multifunctional USB
A multifunctional USB that includes an inbuilt stylus and sticky notes. Available 
in various capacities. 

55Gx - 3
Paperclip USB
USB with a paperclip design that can be used to hold together sheets of paper or business 
cards. Available with or without a light up logo and available in various capacities. 

62g-8
AA
AA

55Gx - 1
Edge USB
A dual-sided USB with one side having a USB-A design and one side having a 
type-C design. Available in various capacities.

55Gx - 2
Grace USB
A dual-sided USB with one side having a USB-A design and one side having a 
type-C design. Available in various capacities. 
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56Gx - 6
Push USB
A convenient slider design USB that protects the USB by allowing you to retract it on 
the go. Includes a strap so you can easily carry it around.Available in various capacities.

56Gx - 5
Light USB
An elegant USB that can display your company logo in light up style. Includes a 
strap so you can easily carry it around. Available in various capacities.

56Gx - 2
Round USB
An elegant round shaped USB, perfect for displaying your company logo in style! 
Available in various capacities. 

56Gx - 1
BOTTLE OPENER USB
A card-shaped USB with a bottle opener. Available in various capacities.

USB’S & FLASH DRIVES

56Gx - 3
Switch USB
A convenient slider design USB that protects the USB by allowing you to retract
it on the go. Available in various capacities. 

56Gx - 4
EXECUTIVE USB
Twist action USB with an area with metallic finish to display your logo. Available 
in various capacities.
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USB’S & FLASH DRIVES

57Gx - 6
Illuminate USB 6
An elegant USB that can display your company logo in light up style. Includes a
rotatable design so it can be easily opened and easily stored. Available in various capacities. 

57Gx - 3
Illuminate USB 3
An elegant USB that can display your company logo in light up style. Includes a small hook so 
you can easily attach it to other objects. Available in various capacities.

57Gx - 4
Illuminate USB 4
An elegant USB that can display your company logo in light up style. Includes a small
hook so you can easily attach it to other objects. Available in various capacities. 

57Gx - 1
Illuminate USB 1
An elegant USB that can display your company logo in light up style. Includes a strap so you 
can easily carry it around. Available in various capacities.

57Gx - 2
Illuminate USB 2
An elegant USB that can display your company logo in light up style. Includes a small
hook so you can easily attach it to other objects. Available in various capacities.

57Gx - 5
Illuminate USB 5
An elegant USB that can display your company logo in light up style. Also includes a clip/hook 
which makes it easy to hook on to a backpack, wallet or literally anything!
Available in 16GB or 32GB.

Lightup logo

Lightup logo

Lightup logo

Lightup logo

Lightup logo

Lightup logo
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USB’S & FLASH DRIVES

58Gx - 2
CLASSIC SWIVEL USB
A 360˚ rotating USB flash drive available in different capacities and colours to match your 
corporate identity

58Gx - 1
SWIVEL USB
A 360˚ rotating USB flash drive available in different capacities and colours to match your 
corporate identity

Micro USB
Phone Connector

USB Connector

58Gx - 4
DOUBLE ‘M’ USB
A compact USB On-the-Go pendrive for android phones with 8GB Inbuilt Memory 
Available in blue and black colors

58Gx - 3
MODERN SWIVEL USB
A modern take on the original 360° rotating USB flash drive.
Available in different capacities and colours to match your corporate identity

58Gx - 6
SLEEK USB
The slimmest USB card in the world with a rubberized matte finish. Available in 8GB 
capacity

58Gx - 5
CREDIT CARD USB
Extremely thin credit card sized USB flashdrive. Fits perfectly in the card slot in a wallet. Avail-
able in metallic Silver finish and various capacities.
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SMART GIFTSUSB’S & FLASH DRIVES

59Gx - 7
slide usb 3
USB flash drive available in different capacities to match your corporate identity

59Gx - 3
SHINE USB
Stainless steel slim USB flash drive. Can sling to your key holder easily or can be used 
as a key holder as well. Available in various capacities.

59Gx - 5
CLIP-ON USB
A USB which clips on to your pocket like a pen. Available in various capacities.

59Gx - 4
slide usb 2
USB flash drive available in different capacities to match your corporate identity

59Gx - 8
water drop keychain usb
USB flash drive available in different capacities to match your corporate identity

59Gx - 6
TORPEDO USB
Water proof stainless steel USB with 8GB capacity

59Gx - 1
MINI FLIP METAL USB
Metallic USB with keyholder available in Gold and Silver Colour. Available in various 
capacities.

59Gx - 2
slide usb 1
USB flash drive available in different capacities and colours to match your corporate 
identity
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60Gx - 5
LEATHERette FOLD USB
Small USB with a protective leatherette strap and keyholder. Available in various capacities.

60Gx - 3
BAND USB
Band USB available in various colours and various capacities.

60Gx - 6
LEATHERette  USB
USB flash drive available in different capacities and colours to match your corporate identity

60Gx - 7
CUSTOM MADE USB
Custom made USB as per your product design or logo, minimum order of
500 - 1000pcs needed

60Gx - 1
LANYARD USB
A 2 in 1 Lanyard and USB flash drive. Available in various capacities.

60Gx - 4
crystal lightup usb
USB flash drive available in different capacities and colours to match your corporate identity

60Gx - 2
TRUCK SHAPE USB
A white & blue combination truck shape USB. Comes in a aluminum box. 
Available in various capacities.

USB’S & FLASH DRIVES
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HERITAGE ITEMS

       Size : 9.5cm x 7.8cm x 4.5cm
       Size : 9.5cm x 7.8cm x 4.5cm

       Size : 10.5 x 2.5 x 5cm

61Gx - 1
VOYAGE
Gold plated arabic dhow in a small size on a wooden base. Packed in a deluxe gift box

61Gx - 3
UAE THEME CARD HOLDER
This stylish gold plated card holder comes with the theme of the iconic UAE Skyline on one 
side and an Arabic Dhow on the other side making it the perfect addition for your desk!

       Size : 22cm x 12 cm x 12 cm

61Gx - 4
RIG
An attractive gold plated replica of an oil rig on a wooden base and in a transparent enclo-
sure ideal for presentation by oil companies. It can be branded on the plate or directly on the 
wooden base and it is packed in a deluxe gift box

61Gx - 2
SAILOR
Gold plated arabic dhow that comes in a small size on a crystal base and is packed in a deluxe 
gift box
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HERITAGE ITEMS

       Size : 22.5 x 22 x 10.5cm        Size : 25 x 19.5 x 7.5cm

62Gx - 1
LEGACY
24K Gold Plated Arabic Dhow on an acrylic base. It can be branded on the plate or on the base 
and it is packaged in a blue velvet gift box.

62Gx - 2
REFLECTION
A gold plated traditional arabic dhow in a large size with a palm tree, uae flag, deep sea oyster 
with a pearl on a wave shaped crystal base and comes packed in a deluxe gift box 
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RAMADAN GIFTS

63Gx - 1
TOUCH MOON LAMP QURAN SPEAKER
4 in 1 Qur’an Moon Light 3d Print Lamp Bluetooth Speaker with Seamless Simulation of Lu-
nar 7 Colors LED Night Light, Quran Recitations , MP3 player & FM Broadcast. Cleverly Hid-
den Design , put the charging & touch switch in the same position.Touch the top to change 
the color of the warm & cool white lights, Energy-saving, high-efficiency, holding LED chips, 
It can be fully charged in 1-2 hours through the USB interface, and can be used for 8-12 hours 
or more depending on the brightness. (Remote Control Inclusive with the Product)

63Gx - 2
PORTABLE QURAN LAMP SPEAKER
Smart Touch Portable LED Lamp Bluetooth Speaker with 7 Color Light options, along 18 Quran 
Recitations in 15 Different Languages, with MP3 player & FM Broadcast.It Comes Equipped 
with Aux and Micro SD Slot. (Remote Control Inclusive with the Product)

63Gx - 3
RAMADAN GIFT SET
Product Description : A Gift Set Box Consists of Holy Quran (Pu Cover) , Leatherette Keychain 
& a Wooden Pen.

Bluetooth
connectivity

Bluetooth
connectivity
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RAMADAN GIFTS

b

COLORS

Jet Hematite

Aquamarine Dark Indigo Amethyst Black Diamond

CrystalDark Moss Green

COLORS

Jet Hematite

Aquamarine Dark Indigo Sapphire Black Diamond

Crystal Dark Moss Green

c

COLORS

Crystal Golden Shadow Light Topaz

a

Traditional Jewellery made with

SWAROVSKI® ELEMENTS

64Gx - 1*
MISBAHA
Original SWAROVSKI Misbahas, which are offered in three main catagories with distinct colours in each category for the purpose of presentation as gifts, 
comes packed in a gift box

64Gx - 2
PRAYER MAT
Available in different designs and sizes.

* For sale in selected countries only
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CHOCOLATES & DATES

LEMON PEEL ORANGE PEEL WALNUT PISTACHIO ALMOND

a

a

b

b

c

65Gx - 1
LARGE DATES WITH ASSORTED FILLINGS 12PCS
12pcs Large Dates with Assorted Standard Fillings

65Gx - 2
SMALL DATES WITH ALMOND FILLINGS 9PCS
9pcs Small Dates with Almond Fillings

65Gx - 3
ASSORTED DATES
Dates for all Occasions

65Gx - 4
SMALL DATES WITH ALMOND FILLINGS 4PCS
4pcs Small Dates with Almond Filling 
Can be customized in Different Packaging’s

ASSORTED FILLINGS TO CHOOSE FROM AS BELOW



CHOCOLATES & DATES

a

b

66Gx - 1
ASSORTED PRALINES 14PCS
14pcs of Pralines with Assorted Natural Fillings

66Gx - 2
INDIVIDUAL CHOCOLATES 12PCS
12pcs of Plain Chocolates with Individual Wrappers
Available Chocolates: A. Milk B. White C. Dark

66Gx - 3
INDIVIDUAL CHOCOLATES 5PCS
5pcs of Plain Chocolates 
Available Chocolates: A. Milk B. White C. Dark

66Gx - 5
ASSORTED CHOCOLATE COATED ALMOND DRAGees
Chocolate Dragees Roasted Almond covered with Milk, 
White & Dark Chocolate.
Available in A-150gms and B-300gms. 

66Gx - 4
INDIVIDUAL CHOCOLATES 3PCS
3pcs of Plain Chocolates 
Available Chocolates: A. Milk B. White C. Dark

66
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AWARDS & PLAQUES

67Gx - 1
CRYSTAL GLASS AWARDS
Economical optical glass awards in different shapes and sizes packed in a gift box

67Gx - 2
CRYSTAL AWARDS
Crystal awards in different shapes and sizes packed in a gift box

A

A

C

C

B

B

D

D E F
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AWARDS & PLAQUES

68Gx - 1
PLAQUES
Steel, brass or wooden plaques can be custom made as per required text, 
pictures and designs. Comes in a presentable velvet box

68Gx - 3
OIL DROP MEMENTO
Comes in different sizes and MOQ of 50pcs

68Gx - 5
OIL RIG MEMENTO
Comes in different sizes and MOQ of 50pcs

68Gx - 2
FALCON GOLD/SILVER
Falcon in gold/silver plated finish. Can be presented as an award

68Gx - 4
OIL DROP BARREL MEMENTO
Comes in different sizes and MOQ of 50pcs

68Gx - 6
OIL DROP BARREL KEY HOLDER
Comes in different sizes and MOQ of 50pcs
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BRIEFCASES & BAGS

       Size: 42cm x 32cm x12cm

69Gx - 1*
PALMERO
Park avenue handcrafted genuine leather briefcase with specially designed compartments 
for laptop, files and documents. It has a special organiser compartment for pens, keys and 
other items

       Size: 42cm x 32cm x12cm

69Gx - 3*
DUALIS
Park Avenue handcrafted genuine leather zippered conference folder bag with multiple slots 
and a detachable ring binder 

       Size: 40cm x 32cm x 8cm

69Gx - 2
WARWICK
A lightweight two-toned briefcase with antique fittings and multiple pockets/compartments 
for a laptop and documents

* For sale in selected countries only
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BRIEFCASES & BAGS

70Gx - 1
VINTAGE
Messenger Laptop bag made from genuine Leather with large main compartment sealed by a 
leather flap with magnet closures, detachable shoulder straps, a zip compartment in the back, 
slip-in front pocket, within the main compartment a laptop up to 14” gets accommodated 
along with cell phone drop pocket, and space for other documents.

A B

       Size: 39cm x 8cm x 29cm

70Gx - 2
SEATTLE
Messenger sling crafted in genuine leather with a Zip closure which can  accommodate a 
tablet/i-pad with other documents, easily accessible front and back pockets and an detach-
able shoulder belt.

       Size: 23cm x 3cm x 29cm

70Gx - 3
MONTANA SLIM
Genuine leather Laptop bag featuring front pocket with zip for quick access  and a fully lined 
interior that includes zip pocket and detachable shoulder strap. The compartment has dedi-
cated space for laptop, phone and other documents.

       Size: 39cm x 5cm x 30.5cm



BRIEFCASES & BAGS

        Size: 42cm x 38cm x 27cm

71Gx - 2*
TRAVEL RIGHT
Schwarzwald branded Laptop bag with trolley and 4 universal wheels
It has 4 zippered storage compartments with slots for Pens, cards, mobile phone, tablets 
and laptop. The Main compartment holds a 15.6” Laptop along with additional storage 
space for files, documents or clothes. It also has an additional side slot for bottles.Extremely 
durable with high quality overall finish. Lockable Zippers on the main compartment.

* For sale in selected countries only

       Size: 55cm x 33cm x 24cm

71Gx - 1*
FIRST FLIGHT
Park avenue branded black deluxe leatherette material travel bag with trolley having
handles and shoulder strap sized to be used as cabin baggage or otherwise

71
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS

* For sale in selected countries only

        Size: 47cm x 35cm x 20cm

72Gx - 1*
TRAVEL LIGHT 4 WHEEL
Schwarzwald branded Laptop bag with trolley and 4 universal wheels
It has 4 zippered storage compartments with slots for Pens, cards, mobile phone, tablets and 
laptop. The Main compartment holds a 15.6” Laptop along with additional storage space for 
files, documents or clothes. It also has an additional side slot for bottles. Extremely durable 
with high quality overall finish. Lockable Zippers on the main compartment.
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS

73Gx - 2
Executive Backpack
Smart Backpack for the modern professional!
This backpack is the perfect combination of style and utility. It comes in a premium black de-
sign with well-placed red stitches which adds to the aesthetics. It has multiple compartments 
and can easily fit a laptop, books, clothes or any other essentials. There are two slots for bot-
tles. The back has ample padding so you are comfortable carrying it for long periods of time.

ROAD
SECURITY

QUICK
ACCESS POCKETS

INTEGRATED
USB CHARGING PORT

ADVANCED STORAGE 
FOR LAPTOP AND TABLETS

WITH SAFETY BELTS

ADVANCED STORAGE 
FOR POWERBANK AND

ACCESORIES
73Gx - 1
ORLANDO
Modern backpack with smart storage system!
Orlando is a stylish and modern backpack with a scientifically engineered storage system. It is water repellent, has quick access pockets for convenience and an 
integrated USB port for charging devices. There is also an additional luggage strap making it easier to use while travelling with several bags.
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS

ROAD SECURITY REFLECTOR INTERGRATED USB AND
EARPHONE PORT

QUICK ACCESS POCKET ADVANCED STORAGE 
FOR BOTTLE AND MOBILE 

PHONES

ADVANCED STORAGE 
FOR POWERBANK AND

ASSESORIES

ADVANCED STORAGE 
FOR LAPTOP AND TABLETS

WITH SAFETY BELTS

QUICK
ACCESS POCKETS

INTERGRATED
USB PORT

ADJUSTABLE
LUGGAGE STRAP

LUGGAGE
TROLLEY STRAP

ADVANCED
STORAGE DESIGN

WATER
REPELLENT

WEIGHT
BALANCE

ANTI-THEFT

SHOCK-PROOF

ADJUSTABLE
LUGGAGE STRAP

ROAD
SECURITY

INTERGRATED
EARPHONE PORT

74Gx - 1
THIEF’S NIGHTMARE
Stylish & Convenient Anti-Theft Backpack
This stylish anti theft backpack is your key to a secure commute. Key features as cut-proof material, hidden zipper closures and secret pockets will keep your 
belongings safe during your commutes.
Besides being the safest backpack it is also the the most convenient backpack with features such as: an integrated USB charging port, Earphone port, Cushioned 
Laptop and Tablet storage, water repellent fabric, illuminating safety strips and luggage strap. Available in grey and blue colours.
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS

POSITION-1

POSITION-2 POSITION-3

75Gx - 1
CANNES
3-in-1 French Style Laptop Bag
This unique laptop bag can be carried as a Backpack, Hand Bag and Shoulder Bag. It has hide away backpack straps and grooves for attaching a shoulder strap. Carry it any way you 
want ! 
It comes with 3 Zippered compartments for securely storing laptop, tab, documents, cards, pens and enough space to store some clothes or additional files/folders when required along 
with a compression strap.

75Gx - 2
SECURE
An attractive Park Avenue brown leatherette carry bag specially designed compartments for your 
tablets , ipads and smartphones along with files and documents. It comes with a shoulder strap 
and a hand straps.

        Size: 44cm x 34cm x 6cm

* For sale in selected countries only
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS

76Gx - 2
HARBINGER
Everyday Messenger bag with 3 zippered compartments and slots for Mo-
bile, pens, cards and documents. It also comes with loops at the front for 
accessory attachments and removable shoulder straps.

76Gx - 1
Executive Laptop Bag
High quality multi-purpose document/ laptop bag available in polyester and
micro fibre material.

        Size: 35 cm x 25cm x 8cm

76Gx - 3
MESSENGER
An attractive black carry bag specially designed compartments for your tab-
lets, ipads and smartphones along with files and documents. It comes with a 
detachable shoulder strap and a hand strap
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LAPTOP BAGS & BACKPACKS

* For sale in selected countries only

77Gx - 1*
NEWARK
Park avenue neoprene laptop sleeve with a slot for cardholder and provision to hold the lap-
top securely inside. Comes with a carrying handle and a front pocket. Carries laptops up to 
15.6”

        Size: 44cm x 34cm x 8cm

77Gx - 3*
KENT
Park avenue laptop/document bag in microfibermaterial with smart aluminium handles and 
a shoulder strap

77Gx - 2
FABRIC MESSENGER
Stylish Messenger bag with removable shoulder strap in Fabric. It comes with 2 zippered com-
partments and 1 hidden compartment

        Size: 44cm x 34cm x 6cm

77Gx - 4
delma
High quality multi-purpose document/ laptop bag available in polyester and micro fibre ma-
terial

* For sale in selected countries only
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SPORTS BAGS & OFFSHORE BAGS

78Gx - 4
FOLDABLE DAYPACK
Neatly designed daypack folds into a small size which can be easily stashed away or carried 
around without occupying too much space. The full daypack has enough space for a day trip 
and has side expandable slots for bottles alongwith reflectors. 

        Size: 49cm x 33cm x 7cm

78Gx - 2
DRAW STRING
String Bag available in 2 options - Black with Blue and Grey with Black.

78Gx - 1
NEO BLUE
An attractive blue color backpack with shoulder strap and side slots for your bottles

        Size: 53cm x 36cm x 16cm

        Size: 49cm x 33cm x 7cm

78Gx - 3
SLING
A smart trendy sling bag available in three different colours
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SPORTS BAGS & OFFSHORE BAGS

        Size: 60cm x 56cm x 25cm

79Gx - 2
FLAIR
An outdoor sports bag with plenty of zipper compartments and an inbuilt shoe/laundry 
pocket

        Size: 56cm x 30cm x 22cm

79Gx - 1
WEGA
A synthetic material travel bag with side & front pockets inclusive of a trolley. Available in 
combination of beige and green colours

A B

        Size: 65cm x 30cm x 30cm

79Gx - 3
CAMPER GREY
A synthetic material grey color travel bag with side & front pockets inclusive of a trolley and 
an additional option of a side handle to pull the bag
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SPORTS BAGS & OFFSHORE BAGS

WATER PROOF

        Size: 75cm x 30cm x 28cm

80Gx - 1
RIBERA
Custom-made heavy duty offshore bag. Made in waterproof banerite material. It can be cus-
tom crafted as per a desired design in various colours
(On Order. MOQ 50pcs)

WATER PROOF

        Size: 68cm x 25cm x 25cm

80Gx - 3
COSTA
Custom-made heavy duty offshore bag. Made in waterproof  banerite material, and can be 
crafted as per your desired design in various
colours
(On Order. MOQ 50pcs)

WATER PROOF

        Size: 60cm x 30cm x 30cm

80Gx - 2
KIT BAG - SMALL
Custom-made heavy duty offshore bag. Made in waterproof banerite material and can be 
crafted as per your desired design in various colours

FEATURES
• Made from waterproof PVC Double/ lockable zip shoulder strap with pad and a passport 
pocket 
• Colours – red, blue, black. 
• Material: 610gsm PVC 
• Volume: 54 ltr
(On Order. MOQ 50pcs)



POWER BANK FOLDERS

16GB
USB

WIRELESS
 CHARGER

81Gx - 1*
COMPANION WIRELESS POWERBANK FOLDER WITH MEMORY
This Elegant folder has an inbuilt 6000mAh Wireless Power bank, Detachable iPad / Tablet holder, 
16GB USB Pendrive, Pen holder and a standard A5 writing pad along with storage slots for cards & 
documents (pen not included).

MULTIFUNCTIONAL A5 FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK

81

Wireless Charger USB Output

Mobile & Tablet Holder

16GB Memory

6000mAh Power bank

Sim Card Adapter

6000

SIM CARD
EJECT TOOL

NANO SIM

NANO SIM
TO

STANDARD

MICRO SD/TF CARD
MICRO SIM

TO
STANDARD

NANO TO MICRO

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.

* For sale in selected countries only
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POWER BANK FOLDERS

82Gx - 2*
A5 FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK Style 1
This stylish folder comes with a blue PU material which looks and feels excellent and a brown 
strap to keep it in the closed position securely. In the interior of the folder there is a convenient 
wireless charging flap with stand at the top which is designed in a way allowing you to charge 
your phone from the inside and the outside of the folder and also for easily viewing media. 
It comes equipped with a built in 4000mAh powerbank, A5 writing pad and slots for mobile 
phone, credit cards, pen, USB cable, earphones and other accessories. It comes with cables 
supporting USB-A, USB-C, 2 IN 1 Lightning and Micro-USB. (Pen Not Included)

82Gx - 1*
A4 LIGHTUP FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK
Stylish A4 Folder with Wireless 6000mAh powerbank, Lightup Logo and 16GB USB
This stylish folder comes with a PU material which looks and feels excellent. There is a light up 
section in the front which allows you to prominently display your company logo in an elegant 
manner. It comes equipped with a built in 6000mAh powerbank, 16GB USB, A4 writing pad 
and slots for mobile phone, credit cards, pen, USB cable, earphones and other accessories. It 
also has a mobile/ tab customizable stand at the top. Available in Black colour. It comes with 
cables supporting USB-A, USB-C, 2 in 1 Lightning and Micro-USB (Pen Not Included)

A4 FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS
 POWERBANK AND LIGHTUP LOGO

MULTIFUNCTIONAL A5 FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN
WIRELESS POWERBANK STYLE 1

16GB
USB

Wireless Charger

USB Output

Mobile Holder

16GB Memory

6000mAh Power bank

Wireless Charger

USB Output

Mobile Holder

4000mAh Power bank

6000 4000

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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POWER BANK FOLDERS

A B

WIRELESS
 CHARGER

83Gx - 1*
A5 FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK style 2
This stylish folder comes with a PU material which looks and feels excellent. There is a pocket in the 
front where you can simply place your phone on the go to charge wirelessly. It comes equipped with 
a built in 5000mAh powerbank, A5 writing pad and slots for mobile phone, credit cards, pen, USB 
cable, earphones and other accessories. It also has a mobile/ tablet customizable stand at the top. 
It comes with cables supporting USB-A, USB-C, 2 IN 1 Lightning and Micro-USB. (Pen Not Included)

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, 
adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL A5 FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK STYLE 2

Wireless Charger

USB Output

Mobile Holder

5000mAh Power bank

5000
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POWER BANK FOLDERS

A4 FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK AND LIGHTUP LOGO

84Gx - 1*
FABRIC FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK
This stylish folder comes with a fabric material which looks and feels excellent. There is a pocket in the front where you can 
simply place your phone on the go to charge wirelessly and also space for credit cards for easy access. It comes equipped with a 
built in 6000mAh powerbank, writing pad and slots for mobile phone, credit cards, pen, USB cable,  16GB flash drive, earphones 
and other accessories. It also has a mobile/ tablet customizable support on one side which can be detached from the folder as 
well. It comes with cables supporting USB-A, USB-C, 2 IN 1 Lightning and Micro-USB. (Pen Not Included)

MULTIFUNCTIONAL FABRIC FOLDER WITH BUILT-IN WIRELESS POWERBANK

Wireless Charger

USB Output

Mobile Holder 16GB Memory

6000mAh Power bank

6000

* Wireless chargers work with most of the latest Android and iOS devices. For smartphones that do not support wireless charging, 
adapters (wireless receiver modules) are available at an additional cost. Mobile cases may affect the rate of charging.
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FOLDERS

85Gx - 2*
versailles brown
A handcrafted Italian leather zippered folder with 
slots for brochers, cards, mobile phone etc

85Gx - 1*
Saint Quentin Black
Handcrafted grained black leather conference folder 
with slots for brochures, cards, usbs etc. It comes with 
a metal ball pen in a deluxe gift box

85Gx - 4
BELAIRE FOLDER
High quality synthetic folder with pull out handles 
and a detachable ring binder with calculator , slots 
for credit cards and plenty of compartments for docu-
ments etc

85Gx - 3
Snapper
Gift set comprising a black leatherette crafted confer-
ence folder with calculator and slots for brochures, 
cards etc. Comes with a pierre cardin metal ball pen 
in a deluxe gift box
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FOLDERS

86Gx - 1*
FOLDAX
A zippered Park Avenue conference folder with a ring 
binder crafted with good quality stylish design fabric. 
Has a zippered pocket, and plenty of slots for cards, 
pens etc 

86Gx - 4
GAZETTE
A two-toned high quality leather look-alike A4 size 
zippered folder with credit card slots and other slots 
with a zipper

86Gx - 2
MERSELLIES
An A5 size folder compatible to hold iPad and iPad mini as per your choice and has slots for 
cards and documents

86Gx - 3
VALUE
A A4 size folder with calculator, slots for cards and 
a pen holder with a nice brown finish and a zipper. 
Available in brown/black colour

A B
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ORGANIZERS, NOTEBOOKS & DIARIES

Weight : 330gSize : 21 x 15 x 1.75 cm

Weight : 227gSize : 21.0 x 13.3 x 1.5 cm

Weight : 290gSize : 21 x 15 x 1.3 cm

A B C D E

A B

A B

87Gx - 1*
SCHWARZWALD WOODY
Simple and beautiful note book from Schwarzwald with a grained finish and elastic closure 
band

87Gx - 3*
SCHWARZWALD SOFT TOUCH
A stylish notebook from Schwarzwald with a soft touch hard cover. It comes with 192 pages, 
2017 - 2020 calendar, expandable pocket, pen loop and a bookmarking ribbon with a plate for 
Logo. It also includes general international information and a page for personal information. 
An elastic band for closure adds a neat touch to the overall look.

87Gx - 2*
SCHWARZWALD FLEXY
A stylish notebook from Schwarzwald with a soft touch flexible material. It comes with 192 
pages, 2017 - 2020 calendar and a bookmarking ribbon with a plate for Logo. It also includes 
general international information and a page for personal information.

* For sale in selected countries only
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ORGANIZERS, NOTEBOOKS & DIARIES

SAVE PAPER
SAVE TREES

88Gx - 2*
ECO-FRIENDLY SMART ERASABLE NOTEBOOK
Premium Schwarzwald A5 Notebook with Erasable Pen and Companion App
This eco-friendly set combines a premium Schwarzwald branded A5 notebook with an erasable pen. 
Simply write your notes in the book and scan and store them in the companion app provided. Once you 
have stored your notes in the app, you can simply erase the notes in the book using the eraser provided 
on the top of the pen cap. The app can be used to scan, share, edit, manage and convert to different file 
formats. The 2 standout features include the innovative smart scan feature that can be used to easily 
scan a range of documents rapidly and the OCR feature can be used to detect and edit text easily.

88Gx - 1
Multifunctional Notebook 
Smart and modern design A5 Notebook with a multifunctional pocket in the front that can 
be used to store your phone and cards. Available in a stylish fabric material in grey or blue.

A B

Founded in Cambridge in 1984, PLUSFILE was born of the great tradition of the place. For over 
30 years, PLUSFILE has been publishing diaries and notebooks, following Cambridge’s long 
history of printing and writing.

88Gx - 3*
PLUSFILE DARWIN
Darwin Recessed Top and Darwin Recessed Side are 2 notebooks of the Darwin Collection. 
Darwin collection is a modern classic that adds wonders and original discoveries to your eve-
ryday journeys.
Besides the position of the pen holder, both the notebooks have similar features. It comes 
with an additional year planner booklet 
Veleta material tan brown coloured A5 note book with white elastic strap and pen loop holder
Booklet Year Planner
Cream Paper
Expandable Pocket
Elasticated Pen Loop
Elasticated Closing Strap
Thread sewn book block
Bookmark 
Page size 21 x 14.8 cm

88Gx - 4*
MOLESKINE
This black basic, yet classic Ruled notebook is one of the best selling Moleskine
notebooks.
This reliable travel companion, perfect for writings, thoughts and passing notes, has a cardboard bound 
cover with rounded corners, acid free paper, a bookmark, an elastic closure and an expandable inner 
pocket that contains the Moleskine history.

* For sale in selected countries only
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ORGANIZERS, NOTEBOOKS & DIARIES

A AB B

89gx - 1
MANUSCRIPT
A handcrafted grained leather 8.5” organiser with a stylish design and one page a day diary 
refill. Can be crafted in black and brown

89gx - 2*
EDITION
A handcrafted genuine leather organiser with one page per day diary refill.
Available in black and brown

89gx - 3*
CAMARADA
A park avenue leatherette organiser with various compartments for stationery, mobile 
phones, visiting cards etc. It comes with an A5 size writing pad and a zippered safety enclosure 
for carrying and using iPads

* For sale in selected countries only
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ORGANIZERS, NOTEBOOKS & DIARIES

90gx - 4
DIARIES
An executive diary in assorted colours. Can be made as per your 
requirement. One day a page diary as per the current year
Contents include :
• 3 year mini calendar     • Arab and international holidays 
• IDD Codes of world countries & their capitals • Conversion factors & formula 
• Daily planner    • World and regional maps
(On Order. MOQ 100pcs)

       Size: 24cm x 17 cm

A

B

C

90gx - 3
ELDON
A new look and colour 8.5” organiser with a magnetic loop and one page diary refill. It also has 
slots for ID cards, credit cards and documents.

90gx - 2*
TIVOLI NOTE BOOK
A Park Avenue leatherette note book with an attractive blue, bronze, black colored cover and 
an inbuilt 16GB detachable USB on the closure strap.

A BA B
90gx - 1*
NOBEL
Park Avenue 8.5” organizer made from synthetic material which looks and feels like soft leath-
er. Has a magnetic loop inclusive of 8GB USB besides having slots for cards and documents. 
Available in dark brown and black color

16GB Memory8GB Memory

* For sale in selected countries only
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WALLETS & TRAVEL

A B A B

91gx - 1*
RADIANT
Park Avenue genuine leather dual tone men’s wallet packed in a rich suede box. 
Available in black and tan

91gx - 2*
RADIANT - PLUS
Park Avenue genuine leather dual tone men’s wallet with an extra removable flap for credit 
cards packed in a rich suede box. 
Available in black and tan

* For sale in selected countries only
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WALLETS & TRAVEL

92gx - 2
MERIDIAN
A high-quality leather travel wallet made of genuine leather with compartments for boarding 
passes, currencies, cards etc. A unique feature is the separate detachable purse for currencies 
and cards. Unusual design combining a travel pouch and a detachable wallet perfect for all 
kinds of travel needs

92gx - 1*
VERONA
A park avenue travel wallet made of rich quality leather with compartments for travel acces-
sories and currency. A separate detachable purse for cards with a flap that closes to become 
a wallet

92gx - 3
TRAVEL
A high-quality leather travel wallet made of genuine leather with compartments for boarding 
passes, currencies, cards etc
(On Order. MOQ 100pcs)

* For sale in selected countries only
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WALLETS & TRAVEL

93gx - 1
Minimalist Passport Holder
Simple and elegant passport holder in an elegant brown and black leatherette material. It is 
easy to open and there are multiple slots for cards and an easy to access area to store your 
passport.

A B

93gx - 3
Minimalist Wallet
Chic Wallet in an elegant brown textured PU material. Slots for credit cards, ample space for 
notes and easy to access ID slot.

93gx - 2
Minimalist Cardholder
Modern Cardholder with a minimalistic design in an attractive brown PU material. Plenty of 
slots for credit cards and the design makes it easy to access the cards.
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WALLETS & TRAVEL

94gx - 1
TREASURE
A men’s wallet made out of genuine leather, with compartments for currency and slots for 
cards

94gx - 4
GELATO
Genuine leather men’s wallet with plenty of slots for credit cards and a zippered coin compart-
ment

94gx - 2
CARDHOLDER WALLET
Combination of a Genuine Leather Wallet and an RFID Cardholder
This intriguing product combines the safety of an RFID cardholder with the elegance of a gen-
uine leather wallet. The metallic cardholder includes an ejector mechanism with graduations 
so you can comfortably remove each card. You can fit many cards and even currency notes in 
the wallet. Available in genuine black leather only. 

94gx - 3
VITARA
Split leather card holder with multiple slots for credit cards /ID cards and a zippered case for 
currency – perfect evening wallet/card case
(On Order. MOQ 100pcs)
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MULTI TOOLS

Flash Light

Power button flash light & LED 

Pop up pulling button (Glass Hammer)

Glass Hammer

Pliers

Seat belt cutter

Screw driver -

Screw driver +

Scissors

Digital display (blue) 

Hazard light

Tire nozzle

2pcs Phillips +2pcs Flathead screwdrivers

and Socket/Extension Bar

2m/6ft x 10mm Tape Measure

Spirit Level LED White Light

95gx - 1
WHEEL O TECH
An auto tool with tyre pressure gauge and other multiple tools such as windshield breaker, 
seat belt cutter, wrench, scissors, screwdriver, etc

95gx - 2
POCKET MULTI TOOL
The Pocket Multi tool is a super portable, stylish and handy multi tool set has a tape measure, 
spirit level, screwdriver with bit sets and LED white Light. It easily fits in your pocket and is 
very convenient to use
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MULTI TOOLS

Flat screwdriver
Filer
Tin opener/cutter
Mini Saw
Knife

* For sale in selected countries only

96gx - 1
CAMPRO
Multi facet tool with flashlight, LED torch, screwdriver, file, saw, can opener, prong, scissors 
and a knife

96gx - 2*
SCHWARZWALD MULTI TOOL
A premium quality stainless steel heavy duty multi-tool. Comes with a pouch with belt strap.
Plier
Wire stripper
Wire cutter
Bottle Can opener
Star screwdriver
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MULTI TOOLS

*Complete range of products available on request * For sale in selected countries only

97gx - 3*
SWISS CARD
Swiss Card with 10 useful functions can be fitted into a credit-card compartment in your wal-
let. Fully functional pair of scissors in this revolutionary pocket tool, which won the highest 
award for product design with the “red dot award”.

97gx - 1*
GOLF TOOL
This versatile, high quality golf tool lies pleasantly in your hand and weighs only 65 gms, de-
spite its ten tools. Available in 3 colors red, black & blue

97gx - 4*
SWISS TOOL
Multi-Tools pliers can be elegant and ergonomic. The best feature of this product is the swiss 
tool spirit, which combines at least 27 functions, lies excellently in the hand and weighs only 
205 gms

97gx - 2*
EXPLORER
A Swiss tool for an explorer has a large blade, small blade, corkscrew, can opener with small 
screwdriver, cap lifter with a screwdriver, wire stripper, reamer, punch, key ring, tweezers, 
toothpick, scissors, multipurpose hook (parcel carrier), phillips-screwdriver, magnifying glass
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MULTI TOOLS

98gx - 3*
SPORTSMAN
A Swiss Tool which includes a large blade,nailfile with nail cleaner, corkscrew, can opener with 
small screwdriver, cap lifter with screwdriver & wire stripper, reamer, punch

98gx - 4*
EXPEDITION KIT
A swiss tool for a traveler. Has a large blade, small blade, corkscrew, can opener with a small 
screwdriver, cap lifter with a screwdriver, wire stripper, screwdriver 6mm, reamer, punch, key-
ring, tweezers, toothpick, scissors, multi-purpose hook with a nail file, pressurized ballpoint 
pen, pin, mini-screwdriver, digital clock, 12 h 24 h with alarm, countdown, timer, altimeter m 
feet, barometer, thermometer C F, Philips screwdriver, LED, wood saw, metal saw with metal 
file, nailfile, nail cleaner, chisel, screwdriver 2.5mm, leather pouch, ruler (230 mm), ruler (9 
inches), compass, spirit level, magnifying lens 8X, sharpening stone totally having 41 func-
tions net weight 232 gms

98gx - 1*
TOURIST
A perfect tool for traveller including a large blade, small blade, corkscrew, can opener with 
small screw driver, cap lifter with screwdriver, reamer, wire stripper, keyring, tweezers ,tooth-
pick. A total of 12 functions.

98gx - 2*
CYBER TOOL
Swiss Army Knife entering the IT era. Has a large blade, small blade, corkscrew, can opener 
with small screwdriver, cap lifter with screwdriver, wire stripper, reamer, punch, key ring inox, 
tweezers, toothpick, reamer with sewing eye, bit case, bit wrench with bit Hex 5 mm female 
for D-SUB connectors 4 mm female Hex drive for the bits - bit Philips 0, bit Philips 1, bit slot-
ted 4 mm, bit Philips 2, bit Hex 4 mm, bit Torx 8, bit Torx 10, bit Torx 15, pressurized ballpoint 
pen, pin, mini-screwdriver. A total 29 functions, net weight 98 gms

*Complete range of products available on request * For sale in selected countries only



DESKTOP CLOCKS & ACCESSORIES

99gx - 1*
SCHWARZWALD BASE STATION
Wireless Charger combined with Digital Clock and Bluetooth Speaker!
A combination of all the most useful daily electronic accessories into one comprehensive unit 
called the base station! The wireless charger at the top provides your wireless compatible 
devices with the fastest possible charge. The digital clock has a sharp white LED display. The 
Bluetooth speaker boasts incredibly clear sound and the touch sensitive buttons allow you to 
control the volume, song and answer calls with ease! Comes in a premium wooden finish.

99gx - 2
WOODEN CLOCK WITH PEN POT
Beautiful desk clock in a wooden finish with white LED Display along with a pen pot. Available 
in Wooden Finish.

FEATURES 
Time, Date, Alarm & Temperature.

99gx - 3
WOODEN CLOCK
Beautiful cube shaped desk clock in Wooden finish with white LED display.

FEATURES 
Time, Date, Alarm & Temperature.

Bluetooth
connectivity

Digital Clock

Wireless Charger Bluetooth Speaker

99
* For sale in selected countries only

A B
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DESKTOP CLOCKS & ACCESSORIES

100gx - 1
Illuminate Pen Stand
Pen pot with light up logo!
This pen stand is the perfect promotional product and table fixture. Simply plug it in to a 
power supply to display your logo in a stylish yet simple way. Besides storing pens it also has 
additional USB ports to charge your devices!

100gx - 3
DESK WORLD
A desktop clock in a attractive black & white colour combination with a slot for keeping visit-
ing cards                                                                                     

FEATURES                                                                                          
Clock with local timing and that of 24 important world cities LED light indicates the timing of 
the particular city  Device auto adjusts the timings

100gx - 4
DIVINE
Multi color display crystal weather station with a snooze alarm clock, 7 language weekday 
display, temperature and calendar available in black color

Lightup Logo

100gx - 2
HELIX PRO
Wireless Charger with Pen Holder and USB-A Output
This multifunctional wireless charger is the most comprehensive fixture for the modern ex-
ecutive’s desk. The refined and smooth design that includes a metallic base and top, a matte 
black surface for a smartphone to recharge and a practical pen holder at the top making it 
the most complete table fixture for working professionals. The extension at the bottom can 
simply be pulled out to serve as a phone stand so you can use your phone and charge it in 
portrait or landscape mode. The USB-A port on the side is a welcome addition to charge ad-
ditional devices.

Wireless Charger Mobile Holder

USB Output
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DESKTOP CLOCKS & ACCESSORIES

* For sale in selected countries only

101gx - 3*
ART ON TIME 
Elegant black dial clock with raised metallic numbers. Makes an excellent
high-end gift
Size: 20 x 17 x 6.5 cm

101gx - 1*
EXQUISITE
An attractive Park Avenue desk clock with Swarovski stones embedded on the dial. An ideal 
gift for a lady

101gx - 4
TRAVELLER
High-end executive metal world time clock with a spinning photo frame
• Heavy metal case with electroplated brushed finish
• Quartz movement

101gx - 2*
TIFFANY - KABAA
High-gloss finishshed rotating wooden clock with hygrometer, thermometer and compass 
showing the direction of Kabaa
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DESKTOP CLOCKS & ACCESSORIES

102gx - 3
FIORI
Multi-angle clock with photo frame
• Brushed metal with shiny plate finishing
• Turns into different forms
• Quartz movement

102gx - 1
TRIO
Double spinning message/award clock with photo frame.

FEATURES    
• Decorative frosted glass panel
• Diamond-milled metal engraving plate
• 360º Spinning base
• Quartz movement

102gx - 4
ORBITOR
Metal mag globe clock with a photo frame
• Solid zinc alloy casing
• Classic mag globe clock with a photo frame
• Large logo area

102gx - 2
GLITZ
A highly fashionable foldable metal alarm clock in a heavy zinc alloy polished plated case. It 
also has a crescendo alarm with snooze function and a metal plate for the company name 
and logo printing
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DESKTOP CLOCKS & ACCESSORIES

103gx - 3
LED CLOCK WITH PEN POT
Beautiful desk clock with LED Display along with a pen pot.
It displays Time, Date, Alarm and Temperature.
Available in Grey colour.

103gx - 1
ELFIN
A compact table top LCD large display clock with day and date displayed prominently in a 
circular fashion. Available in black and blue

103gx - 4
DESK ROLLER
A swirl clock with LCD which displays time, month, date and temperature.                                                     

FEATURES                                                                                          
• Clock with perpetual calendar
• Alarm with 3 minute snooze function
• Temperature display in deg. C/F
• Timer (max: 23 hrs 59 min)
• Blue LED backlight

103gx - 2
SOLO
Clock with card holder and magnetic clip holder with an alarm  function.
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DESKTOP CLOCKS & ACCESSORIES

104gx - 3
STRAIGHT
Handy table top ruler with a calculator and well concealed colourful sticky notes

104gx - 1
ABACUS
Versatile, easy-to-use 10 digit flip-up calculator, with an adjustable easy to read
display

104gx - 4
ALLIANCE
An innovative product that has an automatic pencil sharpener and a letter opener

104gx - 2
GALILEO
A multi function acrylic bodied calculator with calendar, clock, alarm with the following
features:
• Display local time, date, month, year and month calendar
• Displays timings of 12 important world cities at  the touch of a button 
• Comes in attractive black and white colours
• World time display
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DESKTOP CLOCKS & ACCESSORIES

105gx - 3
TRIGEN
A high perceived value gift set containing silver plated desktop clock with a photo frame along 
with silver coated magnifying glass & letter opener in an attractive box with black eva foam 
inside to hold the items securely

105gx - 2
CEO
Metallyde decision maker. Stress releasing tool that helps with decision making with options 
of Yes, No, Risky, Go ahead, Try again, Never, Sure and Good decision

105gx - 4
MONZA
Set of six high quality coasters. Comes in a gift box with a metallic plate for printing of logo

105gx - 6
LEATHERETTE COASTER
Square shaped leatherette coaster in a pack of 4

105gx - 5
DESK MOBILE STAND  
High quality 3 in 1 mobile & watch charging stand with penholder
Unique stand which holds a mobile phone, watch and  a pen. Charge the phone and the watch 
while resting on the stand with the help of a rubber grip and charging cord cable manager.
Available in Gold and Silver  colour.
* Charger and cable not included

105gx - 1
TIME & YOU
Silver plated elegant clock with photo frame having a classical look



FITNESS & SPORTS

Bluetooth
connectivity

Bluetooth
connectivity

Bluetooth
connectivity

106gx - 1*
GETFIT SMARTWATCH
The Most Versatile and Advanced Smartwatch on the market!
The GetFit Smartwatch combines the most innovative health features with other essential 
smartwatch features as shown on the left. It comes with a premium grey and black strap 
with various dials and themes available through the watch interface. You can now place and 
receive calls and use Siri through the smartwatch itself. You can keep track of your health 
through the watch or companion app by monitoring your blood pressure, heart rate, calories 
and sleep in real-time. 

106
* For sale in selected countries only

106gx - 2*
GETFIT PRO 2.0
The most complete fitness band yet!
GetFit Pro is the newest, most advanced and most complete fitness band in the GetFit Series. 
It provides a fully integrated view of your overall fitness and health. Fitted with the latest 
technology, the GetFit Pro can provide you with accurate readings of your heart rate, blood 
pressure, blood oxygen, fatigue levels, sleep analysis and daily steps. The readings can be 
taken on the band itself at any time or through the app as single or real time measures. You 
can also enjoy the convenience of being notified of incoming calls and alarms.

106gx - 3
Precision Fitness Band
Competitively Priced Fitness Band with various health features
Versatile fitness tracker which includes a multitude of health features. It can track calories 
burned, distance you cover while exercising, dynamic heart rate, blood pressure and blood 
oxygen. It has a simple lightweight design and the band can be easily detached from the 
tracker so you can conveniently clean the device after a workout. 

with
Oximeter
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FITNESS & SPORTS

Instant Cool

Chemical-Free

Reusable

UV-Protection

107gx - 2
COOLING TOWELS
New concept in towels, these towels are made from a cooling fabric which helps it keep you 
cooler than the ambient temperature. The cooling feature activates in just 3 steps - Soak the 
towel in water, wring out the excess and snap it in the Air!
Cools instantly, is re-usable, provides UV protection and is chemical free.

107gx - 6
DYNAMIC SWEAT BAND
Good quality soft and absorbent cotton wristband.
Available in White and Light Blue Colours

A B

107gx - 1
SPORTS BOTTLE
BPA free Tritan sports bottle assists in fitness activities with a built in sipper and a holder. 
Comes in a blackish translucent body with green accents and blackish translucent body with 
blue accents

107gx - 4
MOBILE ARMBAND
Comfortably secure mobile phone during activities
This armband securely stores all mobile phones lesser than 6” Screen Size.
It comes with a high quality elastic band for a comfortable and secure fit. 

107gx - 5
YOGA MAT
Yoga mats are specially fabricated mats used as an aid during the practice of
yoga to prevent hands and feet slipping during asana practice. 

107gx - 3
3D ACTION
Accurate 3D non-directional sensor with 7 days memory. 
Features a step, distance and calorie counter and a real time clock
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GIFT SETS

Micro USB
Phone Connector

USB Connector

OPTION A OPTION C
OPTION B

Micro USB
Phone Connector

USB Connector

Combined adaptor for iOS & Android

Combined adaptor for iOS & Android

108gx - 1
GENTS ESSENTIALS 1
A gift set comprising of a watch, leather wallet and pen.
Comes in a compact black box

108gx - 3
EXECUTIVE GIFT SET
A handy portable pouch which comprises of :
1. Credit card powerbank - 2500mAh
2. OTG USB pendrive - 8GB
3. Ball point pen with a stylus

108gx - 4
DOUBLE M GIFT SET
A gift set consisting of a light weight and stylish ball point pen with Stylus and an On-The-Go 
(OTG) 8GB Pendrive. The silver and black shade of the pen compliments the similar shade 
of On-the-Go Pendrive and make it a beautiful set. Direct connectivity with Android Smart-
phones

108gx - 2
TRAVEL GIFT SET
A gift set comprising of a travel adaptor, luggage weighing scale and a 2500mAh
super slim powerbank.
Comes in a compact black box
Includes:
1. Travel adaptor
2. Luggage weighing scale
3. Powerbank

8GB
MEMORY

2500

2500
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GIFT SETS

OPTION B

109gx - 1
GENTS ESSENTIALS
A gift set comprising of a leather wallet, pen and key holder.
Comes in a compact black box

109gx - 3
THREESOME BROWN
Attractive brown colour keychain & card holder with a ball pen in a gift box.

109gx - 2
DISTINCT
A gift set in an attractive box
Contents include :
• A leatherette memo pad with a loop for holding a metal ball pen
• A fashionable key holder with metal  and synthetic material
  combination with a photo  frame.

109gx - 4
THREESOME BLACK
Attractive black colour keychain & card holder with a ball pen in a gift box.



WALL CLOCKS & PROMOTIONAL WATCHES

110gx - 2
VISUAL
An attractive digital wall clock with large LCD display featuring time, date, day and tempera-
ture

110gx - 1
LED WALL CLOCK 
Digital LED Clock with Thermometer
This neat looking Digital LED Clock comes equipped with a Calendar, Countdown timer and 
Thermometer. The Display is big with spaced digits which also shows Date, Month and Day 
along with the Time. It can be used as a Wall clock as well a Desk clock with the help of inbuilt 
attachments. 

110
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WALL CLOCKS & PROMOTIONAL WATCHES

111gx - 3*
GENEVA
High quality Park Avenue branded watch with an atractive black dial with date packed in a 
deluxe gift box

111gx - 1*
DUET
High quality Park Avenue branded watch with an atractive brown dial with date packed in a 
deluxe gift box

111gx - 4*
Roma
Premium Park Avenue ladies watch with an attractive gold stainless steel mesh band, an alloy 
case and a mineral glass lens.

111gx - 2*
CERAMICA CHRONOGRAPH
A Park Avenue branded high quality watch with chronographic movement with a ceramic 
strap and body along with a rose gold/black dial combination

* For sale in selected countries only



WALL CLOCKS & PROMOTIONAL WATCHES

112

112gx - 1
SLENDER
An extra slim watch with a silver accented frame. Available in black or white
coloured dial face with a black belt

112gx - 2
AVION
Competitively priced promotional watch with an attractive dial, packed in an optional velvet 
pouch or gift box

112gx - 3
TRIEST
Competitively priced promotional watch with an attractive dial, packed in an
optional velvet pouch or gift box

112gx - 4
ROMANO
Competitively priced promotional watch with an attractive dial, packed in an optional velvet 
pouch or gift box
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LADIES & FEMININE GIFTS

113gx - 3
7 PIECE PERSONAL CARE SET
Make sure you always look your best!
This set includes a mirror, tweezers, a nail clipper, a toe nail clipper, a pair of scissors, a nail file 
and a cuticle tool. The set comes in a handy microfibre nylon pouch.

113gx - 1
MANICURE SET RED
A beautiful manicure set packed in a red and black box with options of either chrome or gold 
plated implements which include a Nail clipper, Cuticle clipper, Tweezers, Cuticle cleaner, Ear 
pecker and a  Nail file

113gx - 2
MANICURE SET GOLD
A beautiful manicure set with gold plated implements packed in a brown and gold box which 
include a Nail clipper, Cuticle clipper, Tweezers, Cuticle cleaner, Ear pecker, Nail file and a Cu-
ticle scissors
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LADIES & FEMININE GIFTS

114gx - 2
LADIES WALLET WITH POWER BANK
Super Innovative Ladies Wallet
With the ever increasing usage and reliance on mobile phones, it has become necessary to 
charge them more than once a day. With the love of travel and shopping the ladies have, 
they may not find a reliable charging source while on the go. 
This innovative product combines an excellently finished ladies wallet with a built in 
3000mAh powerbank concealed in a pouch which merges with the inners of the wallet. 
All the ladies will love this Wallet which comes with a shiny gold finish !

114gx - 1
KOTONPLUS FEMALE
Specially made custom fit  for females 
Cotton rich polo with moisture management
• 240 - 250 GSM
• Contrast neck tape
• Cotton rich for extra strength and ruggedness
• Specially processed fabric keeps heat and sweat away
• Most suitable for all climates
• Minimal shrinkage
• Easy care
MOQ 50 pcs

114gx - 3*
FAMEL
A Park Avenue ladies travel wallet made of high quality leather with compartments for 
travel accessories and currency along with slots for cards

MOISTURE
MANAGEMENT

* For sale in selected countries only

3000



PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

115

115gx - 2
VENICE chrome
An attractive chrome pen set having a ball and roller pen with  gold trims in a gift box

115gx - 1
VENICE GOLD
An attractive black pen set having a ball and roller pen with gold trims in a gift box

115gx - 3
Expression 
An attractive chrome pen set having a ball and roller pen with chrome trims in a gift box.

115gx - 4
AXTON BLACK
A pen set of beautiful Black & Silver coloured ballpoint and roller pen



PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

116gx - 2
ILLUMINATE PEN 2
Plastic Ball point pen with stylus and Light Up Logo.

A B C D

116gx - 1
Illuminate Pen 1
Metal Ball point pen with stylus and Light Up Logo.

Illuminate

116
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PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

117gx - 5
Cambridge 
An attractive ballpoint pen available with a subtle 
combination of black and chrome.

117gx - 2
Writing Essentials Set
An attractive black ballpoint pen with a stylus on one side. A multifunctional pen stand is 
also included that can be used to store the pen and also store your visiting cards so your 
company logo is prominently displayed all the time.

A B
117gx - 1
COOL MAX
Metal ball pen with twist mechanism. Available in black with gold & silver trims

117gx - 4
Atlanta
An attractive ballpoint pen available in blue with 
chrome trims.

117gx - 3
Belfast
Chrome Finish Ballpoint Pen

A B
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PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

118Gx - 4
IMPRESSION
Classic metal ball pen with a dotted laser etched body with 
shiny plain trimmings. 
Available in Gold colour

118Gx - 6
ADVERT
A two toned ball pen with stylus for use in gadgets.
Available in 2 colors grey/black

118Gx - 5
HANS
A light weight and simple aluminium ballpoint pen with 
Stylus.
Available in Gold colour

A B118Gx - 1
BONN
Single ball pen with Stylus
Available in Turquoise Blue, Black and Silver

A B C 118Gx - 3
TWINS
A sleek gift set that comprises a ball pen and a mechanical 
pencil in a gift box

118Gx - 2
CHECKERED
Cross Line Metal Writing Roller Pen
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PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

119Gx - 5
TRIMMY
Metal ball pen with coloured trimmings at the top, 
middle and bottom.
Available in White body with Blue trimmings

119Gx - 4
Pentastic 
An elegant multifunctional product with a ball-
point pen at one end and a yellow highlighter at 
the other end. 

119Gx - 2
Hamilton 
An attractive ballpoint pen
Available in a black and chrome finish. 

A B
119Gx - 3
CELINE
Glossy aluminium pen with 5 rings on the body.

119Gx - 6
STRIPES 
Grey color plastic pen

119Gx - 1
LUACHRA
Matt aluminium single ball pen.
Available in Blue and Titanium

A B
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PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

A B C D E
120Gx - 1
TRIANGLE
Classic aluminium ball pen with a triangular body. 
Available in White colour with black coloured top and bottom, Grey colour with black
coloured top and bottom, Silver colour with Black coloured top and bottom.

120Gx - 3
CLIPPY
Elegant matte finished aluminium ball pen with a unique shirt clip opening
mechanism. 
Available in Blue, Black and Silver colours

A B C D
120Gx - 4
EXPAND
Uniquely designed pens available in blue, grey and white.

A B

120Gx - 2
Sandy
An attractive aluminum ballpoint pen with a fabric sand lacquered body. 
Available in a cool brown and grey color with a sandy texturized finish. 

A B
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PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

A B C

A B C
121Gx - 2
TICK
Plastic click ballpoint pens available in Green, Red and Blue colours

A B C D
121Gx - 1
TWISTY
Plastic ball pen with a unique twist mechanism at the top. Different
from the rest. 
Available in Red, Blue, Silver and Black colours

121Gx - 4
MUSTANG
Plastic pens available in blue, red and black colour

121Gx - 3
Marquise pen
Beautiful pen with a 3D diamond pattern body. Perfect to make a style statement! 

A B C D E
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PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

Leveller

Screw driver 
inside

Scale

122Gx - 6
MAXEMA
Stylish high quality plastic pens with metallic 
finish available in various colours.
Made in Italy

BA

A B C
122Gx - 1
Winston
High quality rubber finished soft touch ball 
pen with blue ink. Available in various col-
ours.  

A B C D E
122Gx - 4
TERCEL
Plastic pens available in Blue, Red, Green, Black and Silver colours

122Gx - 3
LURID
A two toned ball point pen with a black body 
and chrome metal trims with a twist
mechanism

122Gx - 5
UTILITY
Multi purpose plastic ball pen with twist 
mechanism and functions of scale, leveller 
and screwdriver

122Gx - 2
4 in 1 Pen
High quality pen with 4 different ink colours 
in a white plastic or silver metallic finish with 
a nice blue rubber grip for comfort.

BA



PEN SETS & SINGLE PENS

BA C D

123Gx - 2
Eco Pen
This pen is made from a combination of eco-friendly and regular materials. It is made 
from PLA (wheat straw) and ABS. Available in various eye-catching
colours.

123

123Gx - 1
SANITIZER SPRAY PEN
A 2 in 1 Multifunction Ballpoint Pen
Transparent Colored & Frosted body is designed to dispense pre-measured quantity of sanitizer in 
each spray for effective germ killing & can be refilled as and when required

Lightweight
and compact

Refillable
Content-3ml

Ballpoint pen
with grip

Upto
40 sprays



BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

BA C

124Gx - 1
Hydrate 
Stainless steel Bottle with Temperature Display
This BPA Free double wall stainless steel bottle keeps your drinks hot for up to 12 hours 
and your drinks cold for up to 24 hours. It also includes a touch screen lid which shows you 
the temperature of the contents inside.
Available in 3 colours.

Longer
Battery Life

Keeps
Hot / Cold

Intelligent
Temperature Sensor

124
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

125Gx - 1
get fit bottle
The fruit Infuser water bottle allows you to add your favourite fruit flavours to water. The eco-friendly bottle is made of a highly durable Tritan BPA free plastic which is stain and odour 
resistant. With water being a massive part of a healthy diet, this bottle will create fruit infused water that is refreshing to drink and which reduces sugar craving. It can also be used to make 
fruit flavoured hot teas & iced tea. The bottle consists of a screw top with a carry handle and a fruit holder which sits comfortably inside the lid. The fruit holder can be removed and the 
bottle can also be used as an everyday water bottle

style - 1 style - 2 style -3

A BA BA
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

USB PLUG CHARGING
Charging is covenient and fast,
Can charge by opening
the lid

TWO LEAF REINFORCED BLADE
Two leaf blade with double
power and easy for crushing ice

AUTOMATIC POWER-OFF
Cup lid seperation automatic
power-off with cup lid elastic
switch technology

EASY TO CLEAN
Uncomplicated structure, Just 
clean it with a simple rinse

SUPERSONIC
JUICER
The Wireless
Personal Juicer

126GX -1
SuperSonic JUICER
350ml Portable Juicer with with long lasting battery life
SuperSonic is the perfect companion for any health conscious person. It is extremely portable and easily fits into any small bag or backpack. It also has a convenient strap so it can be easily carried 
by hand as well. It has a 2,000 mAh battery which allows you to blend up to 10 smoothies or juices before needing to charge the device again. The body is made of a mix of high quality ABS plastic 
and artificial glass fiber that makes it impact resistant and super easy to clean. It also includes a blue silicon grip which makes it easy to hold and adds to the aesthetics of the product. It has a leaf 
shaped high-grade alloy blade which rotates up to 20,000 RPM which makes it quick and easy to blend most fruits and vegetables. 

Warning : The juicer works well with less fibrous fruits and vegetables. For more fibrous fruits and vegetables it may take longer and may require you to add more water to the mix.

About 490g
Light weight

Large Capacity Battery
Continues and efficient

operation

About 20,000 RPM
High speed

Easy to operate
Double click to open

One click to close

Freshly squeezed
Anytime and anywhere

30 seconds
Delicious DIY
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

Display
your
logo on
bamboo lid

B CA
127Gx - 1
Hybrid
Stainless Steel Bottle with Bamboo Lid 
Premium Quality double walled vacuum insulated 600ml bottle. The design helps 
lock in the desired temperature so your drinks stay perfectly ice cold or steaming hot 
for hours. 304SS, BPA and Lead Free, Food Grade Stainless Steel. It includes a bam-
boo lid which adds to the aesthetics and can be used to display your company logo.
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

128Gx - 1
H2o
Premium 500ml Glass Bottle with a Neoprene Sleeve and a Strap which makes it easy to carry 
around. Available with jute or Neoprene sleeves.

128Gx - 2
Aqua
550ml bottle made out of a combination of borosilicate glass, bamboo and ABS. Also includes a 
silicon cover which makes it easy to grip. Available in dark blue, black and grey. 

CA BDB C EA
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

A B
129Gx - 3
FUSION
High quality stainless steel double wall vacuum water bottle with straw for ease of 
drinking available in 500ml capacity.
Available in blue and white

129Gx - 1
SPORTS BOTTLE
BPA free Tritan sports bottle assists in fitness activities with a built in sipper and a 
holder. Comes in a blackish translucent body with green accents and blackish trans-
lucent body with blue accents

A B
129Gx - 2
Frosty
High quality BPA free bottle with a frosted finish and a sports cap. There is ample 
space to display your logo!

129Gx - 4
QUENCH
High quality stainless steel single wall water/drink bottle with straw for ease of 
drinking has a large capacity of 750 ml. 
Available in titanium, white and metallic red.

A B
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

130Gx - 2
STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE
High quality double wall stainless steel bottles in a trendy shape available in two 
different colours

A B
130Gx - 1
JAZZ
High quality stainless steel double wall thermos with a cup having a capacity of 350 
ml. Available in gold and blue colours.

130Gx - 5
360 DEGREES STAINLESS STEEL
High quality stainless steel double wall thermal mug with a 
360 degrees push button lid for ease of sipping at any angle 
having a capacity of 750 ml available in steel colour

130Gx - 4
360 DEGREES WHITE
High quality stainless steel double wall thermal mug with a 
360 degrees push button lid for ease of sipping at any angle 
having a capacity of 750 ml available in white colour

130Gx - 3
CERAMIC STEEL MUG
Made of high quality ceramic inside and wooden finish out-
side, this sleek mug oozes elegance.
Available in the best-selling wooden finish with a white lid.
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

131Gx - 2
NO FALL MUG MAX
No spilling of drinks accidentally!
This 18-8 high quality stainless steel mug has a special suction pad at the 
base which prevents it from toppling over at sides. It can easily be picked 
up and put down vertically, but it cannot fall on the side no matter how 
hard it is pushed. No fall mug with 500ml capacity with pull up lid avail-
able in White and Blue Colours

131Gx - 1
NO FALL MUG CURVE
No spilling of drinks accidentally!
This 18-8 high quality stainless steel mug has a special suction pad at the 
base which prevents it from toppling over at sides. It can easily be picked 
up and put down vertically, but it cannot fall on the side no matter how 
hard it is pushed. No fall mug with 350ml capacity and nice curve design 
accent with pull up lid available in White and Blue Colours.

CA B D E
131Gx - 3
VACUUM BOTTLE
A Vacuum Bottle in silver colour with a capacity of 500ml to keep liquids 
hot for 12 hours and cold for 24 hours
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132Gx - 2
Fiesta Mug
A double wall stainless steel mug available in black, white, 
silver, red and blue. Includes a silver rim at the top which 
adds to the aesthetics of the bottle. Includes a cover on top 
so your drink can stay at the desired temperature for longer.

C DA B

132Gx - 1
Fiesta Tumbler
A double wall stainless steel tumbler available in black, white 
and teal. Includes a three way lid and silver rim at the top 
which adds to the aesthetics of the tumbler.

CA B

BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS
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SMART GIFTSBOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

133Gx - 3
ELEVATE
A double wall stainless steel thermal mug.
Available in Dark Blue & Light Blue

133Gx - 4
ELFIN
High quality double wall stainless steel travel mug with a yellow/blue acrylic band 
for printing of logo/company name with a open/close spill proof lid. Capacity 475 ml

133Gx - 2
Ritz
High quality double wall stainless steel tumbler with a open/close spill proof trans-
parent lid and having a having a capacity of 600ml available in white, steel colour 
and black colors

133Gx - 1
Misty white
A double wall thermal mug having a capacity of 600ml with ceramic outside and 
stainless steel inside

CA B

A B



BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

11 GN 1*
360 DEGREES WHITE
High quality stainless steel double wall thermal mug with a 360 degrees push but-
ton lid for ease of sipping at any angle having a capacity of 750 ml available in white 
colour

134Gx - 3
Eco-Friendly Cup
Cup made with reusable materials and a trendy design!
350ml reusable coffee cup with a trendy yet natural look. It is manufactured from 
wheat husk and BPA free polypropylene. It has a double wall, which is well suited 
for hot drinks and the flip top lid and silicone band gives it an elegant look and feel.

BA C

134Gx - 1
VIBRANT
High quality double wall stainless steel mug with a silicone band/lid for ease of hold-
ing/drinking available with white body and multiple colour bands–capacity 350ml

A B

A B
134Gx - 2
SILICONE
High quality double wall stainless steel mug with a silicone band/lid for ease of hold-
ing/drinking available in stainless steel with the bands in coffee and royal blue. 
Capacity 350 ml.

134
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SMART GIFTSBOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

A B

CA B D
135Gx - 1
DOLCE
High quality ceramic mugs available in multiple colours.

135Gx - 3
ENERGIZE
Ceramic mugs available in multiple colours.

CA B D
135Gx - 2
OLIVER
High quality ceramic mugs available in multiple colours.

135Gx - 4*
TRIUMPS
High quality light weight melamine mug in lavender, forest green, black and tur-
quoise blue colour

CA B

* For sale in selected countries only
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BOTTLES & THERMAL MUGS

CA B D D GE F H I

CA B D D GE F H I

CA B

CA B D D GE F H I

Cold

Hot

136GX - 3
TWO TONE HANDLE MUG
Two tone ceramic mug with a white exterior. Interior and handle available in the 
above colours

136GX - 1
SPARKLE
Pure white ceramic mug for printing of multiple colour logo.

136GX - 5
MAGIC MUG
A mug that changes color! Print any design you like on the mug, and as you pour hot 
liquid into it, your design will appear!

136GX - 4
TWO TONE RIM & HANDLE MUG
Two tone ceramic mug with a white exterior. Rim and handle available in the above 
colours

136GX - 2
TWO TONE MUG
Two tone ceramic mug with a white exterior and interior available in the above
colours
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TRAVEL & OUTDOOR

Anti-thief Anti-thief

Weight : 172gSize : 12.0 x 6.8 x 1.8 cm 
Available Colors:

SMART BLUETOOTH ENABLED
LUGGAGE WEIGHING SCALE AND LOCATOR

SMART BLUETOOTH ENABLED
LUGGAGE LOCK AND LOCATOR

TRACK YOUR CHECKED IN LUGGUAGE STRESS FREE AT THE AIRPORT WITH EASE FROM YOUR SMARTPHONE

137GX - 1
BLUETOOTH LUGGAGE BELT
Bluetooth enabled luggage belt with lock
No More waiting uncertainly for your checked-in luggage to arrive on the belt at 
the airport. This innovative Luggage belt with lock notifies in the application on the 
phone/tab as soon as the luggage arrives.
It comes with a TSA accepted lock which allows airport screeners to unlock baggage 
and relock it without damaging the lock.

FEATURES
1. Connects directly to iPhone 4S/5/6 and the new iPad
2. TSA accepted
3. Anti-theft alarm with adjustable distance
4. Dial Combination Lock
5.  Baggage claim alert
6.  Buzzer alarm
7.  LED indicator
8. On/ Off switch
9. Bluetooth 4.0 LE
10. Belt length: 100-170cm

Weight : 128gSize : 11.7 x 4.6  x 3.4 cm
Available Colors:

137GX - 2
ON THE MOVE
Bluetooth enabled luggage weighing scale with locator
No waiting and struggling to know the whereabouts of your luggage. Know on your 
smartphone as soon as it arrives on the luggage belt. This bluetooth enabled lug-
gage weighing scale with locator works with any android and apple based smart-
phones and tabs and enables you to check the weight of your luggage as well as 
locating your luggage among others and avoiding stress.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Weight Limits  • 40 kgs/10 gms          
Power Supply   • AAAbatteries
Operating temperature  • 5 to 35 d
Wireless standard  • Bluetooth 4.0
Frequency Range  • 2400-2480 MHz
Operating Range  • up to 20 metres
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TRAVEL & OUTDOOR

138GX - 1
PASSPORT ANTI LOST
Bluetooth enabled Anti-Lost Passport Holder
This sleek and elegant Leatherette Passport Holder comes with credit card slots, pen holder 
and a built in anti-lost device which works with both Android and iOS.
The anti-lost device has five functions: 
1- Track and Find - track the location of the Passport Holder.
2 - Remote shutter - Take pictures from your phone camera through the passport holder
3 - Anti Lost Alarm - Immediately know when the passport holder goes out of range
4 - Phone finder - Know the location of your phone at the press of a button on the passport 
holder
5 - Lost location history - Know the last location at which the passport holder was lost. 

ANTI
LOST

138GX - 2
2 IN 1 GLOBAL TRAVEL ADAPTER
This premium travel adapter comes in a matte grey and black finish. It is compatible with vari-
ous appliances like phones, cameras, shavers, games, etc. It can be used across the globe as 
it has worldwide plugs for USA, AUS, UK and EU that can simply be pulled out making it easy 
to use. It has an inbuilt 3000 mAh powerbank and dual USB output so you can charge your 
devices on the go.

Travel Adapter USB Output

3000

Lightup logo

138GX - 3
Universal Light Up Travel Adapter
All in one travel adapter with surge protector, safety shutter, lock button and red power indi-
cator light. You can use it to charge multiple devices at a time as it has 4 USB ports, 1 Type-C 
port and an AC power socket. Includes a light up logo to display your company logo in style!

CHARGE 6 DEVICES AT THE SAME TIME

Travel Adapter USB Output Lightup Logo
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139GX - 1
DUO TRAVEL ADAPTOR
Multi country travel adaptor with seperatable units and Dual USB output available 
in White and Black colours

139GX - 4
Power Selfie
Unique 3-in-1 bluetooth selfie stick with 2200 mAh power bank and LED Torch. 
Awkward photos are now a thing of the past with the Selfie Stick  featuring a col-
lapsible rod that holds your Smartphone or camera which can extend to give you 
complete control of your photographs. Never run out of power on your smartphone 
with a portable charger always at hand. It has also got a LED Torch built within the 
handle. Great for travel, video diaries & blogging, parties, concerts, aerial photos and 
sports events                                                             

USB OutputPowerbank

USB Output

139GX - 3
UNIPLUG
The unique uniplug one-piece design offers travel convenience. The all new twist and re-
lease mechanism allows the user to select four different socket styles effortlessly. It works 
in over 150 countries and has a USB charger to power up your mobile devices

139GX - 2
Universal Travel Adapter
All in one travel adapter with surge protector, safety shutter, lock button and red 
power indicator light. You can use it to charge multiple devices at a time as it has 4 
USB ports, 1 Type-C port and an AC power socket. 

TRAVEL & OUTDOOR
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TRAVEL & OUTDOOR

140GX - 2
MAGNETO
Small square universal magnetic car vent mount for holding phones

140GX - 6
MYSTERY
Acrylic bodied 6-in-1 game within a deluxe gift box. Includes chess, checkers, solitaire, 
backgammon, dominoes and dice

140GX - 3
LAP EASY
Unique portable laptop/iPad/tablet stand made of aluminium and leatherite for ease of 
use. The sleek design and light weight nature makes it an easy carry. 
Size 220 X 120 X 13 mm

140GX - 4
TRAVEL ESSENTIALS
Travel set with eye-mask, ear plugs, neck pillow and travel socks.

140GX - 5
TAG ON PLUS
A classy permanent metal luggage tag with a removable name card. It helps to identify 
checked in luggage at the arrival belt

140GX - 1
ACCURACY
Portable electronic weighing scale with backlight and adjustable strap to clamp 
around any luggage. The stylish design has weighing capacity from 100g to 45kg. 
It’s ergonomic design makes it easy to carry with you in order to avoid airline over-
weight charges and a hassle-free check-in
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CA B

141GX - 1
Minimalist Cardholder
Modern Cardholder with a minimalistic design in an attractive brown PU material. 
Plenty of slots for credit cards and the design makes it easy to access the cards.

141GX - 3
LIFESTYLE HORZ
A modern and classy looking horizontal pocket card holder with a patterned leath-
erette top with metal edges holding  15-20 cards 

141GX - 2
SLIDY
Leatherette card holder with slide out slots for cards and money available in Black-
and Brown colours.

141GX - 5
FABRIC CARDHOLDER
Extremely stylish cardholder with magnetic flap in Fabric. It can store upto 15 busi-
ness cards or 5 credit cards. Available in Grey, Cream, Blue and Brown colours

141GX - 4
RFID BLOCKER
RFID Blocking Cardholder. Protect your card data from being stolen!
This ultraslim cardholder is made of aluminium which protects the cards stored in-
side against bending and breaking as well as against thieves trying to steal the in-
formation stored in your cards. It blocks the RFID signal transmission from ID cards, 
credit cards, access cards and other such data transmitting cards.
It has a unique slide out mechanism for storing and sliding out cards. 
Cards can be stored by pressing down on them lightly in the slot and can be taken 
out with one movement of the slider at the bottom.

CARD HOLDERS
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CARD HOLDERS

142GX - 3
DESK WORLD
A desktop clock in attrative black & white colour combination with slot for keeping 
visiting cards
Features                                                                                       
Clock with local timing and that of 24 important world cities                                                                      
LED light indicates the timing of the particular city   Device auto adjusts the timings

142GX - 5
IDENTITY
A sleek and stylish table top metallic card holder

142GX - 2
Writing Essentials Set
An attractive black ballpoint pen with a stylus on one side. A multifunctional pen 
stand is also included that can be used to store the pen and also store your visiting 
cards so your company logo is prominently displayed all the time.

142GX - 4
SOLO
Clock with card holder and magnetic clip holder with an alarm  function.

142GX - 1
CARDHOLDER WALLET
Combination of a Genuine Leather Wallet and an RFID Cardholder
This intriguing product combines the safety of an RFID cardholder with the elegance 
of a genuine leather wallet. The metallic cardholder includes an ejector mechanism 
with graduations so you can comfortably remove each card. You can fit many cards 
and even currency notes in the wallet. Available in genuine black leather only. 

A B
142GX - 6
HARD CASE
A hardcase PU card holder with a textured design available in Brown and Black col-
our. Ultimate protection
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SMART GIFTSKEY HOLDERS

143GX - 1
BAGHOLDER KEYCHAIN
This metallic keychain has a leatherette material at the front as a great design. It 
has a foldable bag holder which can be used to hang bags/purse on a table off the 
ground for safety. Essential keychain especially for ladies. Also available without the 
leatherette material in full silver stainless steel.

143GX - 3
BOTTLE OPENER KEYCHAIN
This metallic keychain with a leatherette loop consists of a bottle opener 
and 3 keyrings for key seperation

143GX - 4
WIDER
A rectangular metal key holder with a leatherette insert

143GX - 6
NAIL GUARD
A stainless steel heavy-duty Kowell nail clipper designed to cut nails safely 
without rusting. Also has a nail file, screwdriver and a key ring

143GX - 2
DETACH
Metal and leatherette combo keychain to house two easily detachable sets 
of keys

143GX - 5
DUO
A metal and leather combined key holder with multi rings
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KEY HOLDERS

144GX - 4
DUPLEX SQUARE
A dual colour metal key holder to house two sets of keys

144GX - 7
OVAL
An oval shaped metal key holder

144GX - 5
Rectangle PU
A modern shaped key holder with a gun metal key ring and a grey PU body.

144GX - 2
Modern Rectangle
A modern shaped key holder with a gun metal key ring and a grey body.

144GX - 3
DUPLEX ROUND
A dual coloured metal key holder to house two sets of keys

144GX - 6
Trendy Grey
A modern shaped key holder with a gun metal key ring and a grey PU body.

144GX - 1
NOtouch multipurpose Keyholder
Hygiene Key Tool can be used as a Sanitary Door Opener.
A safe way to avoid touching contaminated surfaces such as door knobs, ATM 
screens, Mobile touch screens and lift buttons, by using this Hygiene key tool you 
not only avoid touching and contaminating yourself, but you also lower the risk of 
spreading the virus.

Door Opener / Puller

Bottle Opener

Keyring

METAL
NOTOUCH
multipurpose Keyholder
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SMART GIFTSGOLF ACCESSORIES

145GX - 3
GOLF TOWELS
Grommet hook, soft fingertip golf towel. 100% cotton towel keeps the clubs and 
other game accessories clean and dry. The fabric loop sewn on for easy hanging on 
your bag makes a perfect gift for any golfer or sports fan. Available in navy blue and 
grey

145GX - 5
GOLF BALLS
Can be supplied in pinnacle, titleist, callaway, dunlop and various other brands as 
per your requirements

145GX - 2
GOLFER’S ESSENTIALS
A golfer’s Kit with a multi purpose cleaning tool, Divot repair tool, markers, tees and 
golf balls packed in premium leatherette pouch.  It also comes with a pencil and 
blank pads to be used for scoring.
Available in Black and Brown colours

145GX - 1
PUTTERS METALLIC
A new indoor putter set in an aluminium box. Motorised ball return mechanism. 
Comes with accessories and 2 spare golf balls. Can be customised on the box and 
individually on the parts

145GX - 4
ALL IN ONE GOLF KIT
Portable Golf Stick with golf balls
A Golfer’s set with a portable folding Golf stick with Tee Plate, Cup and 2 golf balls 
packed in a premium leatherette case.

A B

A B
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T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

C1 D1

C2

E1

E2

F1

F2

D2

B1A2A1 B2

A1 : Woven Label   A2 : Tagless Label
B1 : Self Collar   B2 : Jacquard Collar
C1 : Contrast Piping on Shoulder  C2 : Contrast Tape Shoulder to Cuff
D1 : Reverse Placket   D2 : Contrast Inside Placket
E1 : Contrast Raglan Sleeves with piping E2 : Piping on Raglan Sleeve
F1 : Regular Side Slits   F2 : Contrast Side Slits

The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary

POLO TSHIRT CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
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SMART GIFTS

147GX - 1*
BEEHIVE POLO
The unique beehive fabric knit texture encompasses maximum nano particles for optimum performance! 
The right-side dummy pocket not only adds to the style but leaves the usual space for branding your unique logo on the left chest, and never sags unlike most other polos with pocket! 
Highly functional features: 
Silver nano technology imparts antiviral property to the fabric. When virus comes in contact with the fabric surface, SilaideTM neutralizes the viruses, thus interrupting chains of infec-
tion! SilaideTM : Anti viral test results under AATC 100– 2012, Test method for micro-organism, MS2 bacteriophage – RNA virus showed excellent results up to 20 washes. 

LONG LASTING VIRUS PROTECTION AND FRESHNESS
A SUSTAINABLE SILVER-BASED TECHNOLOGY FROM N9WORLD

Black, Grey & White White, Navy Blue & Grey Navy Blue, Grey & Red

Available  in  3 different colour combination s

T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

* For sale in selected countries only The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

We use Rayosan® from Archroma (formerly Clariant, Switzerland), inherited from leading Euro-
pean companies dating back to 1886!
Archroma’s range of dyeing auxiliaries provides highest process safety and optimized right-first-
time performance.
Rayosan® deflects UVA and UVB rays like a mirror. It strengthens the fabric’s ability to block harm-
ful UV rays from reaching the skin without altering the colour, resilience or
breathability of the fabric. This innovative fabric assures maximum broad-spectrum UV- protec-
tion, either wet or dry.

* Skin Cancer Foundation, USA encourages the use of innovative fabrics that have been specially 
treated with UV absorbers to protect your skin.

UVA - SCREENING
SUNSCREEN

BROAD - SPECTRUM
SUNSCREEN

  

MOISTURE

M

AN A GE M ENT

Grey Navy

148GX - 1*
SCHWARZWALD UV POLO
Stay cool, stay dry, stay protected.
Whether you are trekking in the forests, journeying through the desert or out in the sun for activities, you need an attire that befits the adventure!
Our UV protected polos with moisture management have Cotton inside and Polyester outside that give added comfort and stretch needed in a polo. 
Made from the finest raw materials- Super-combed Cotton and Micro-Polyester, our fabrics are tried and tested in every weather conditions.
Created by our team of technical experts who have mastered the art of making apparel that know how to perform – whether in a forest or in a desert or on the road.
Schwarzwald UV is leagues ahead of the existing apparel available in the market and takes SUN PROTECTION apparel to the next level!

• Performance Polos made from superior combination of Cotton and Micro Polyester
• Subtle contrast tipped collar/cuff/placket/Side slits for a Corporate look
• Double textured fabric has outer layer in Micro-Polyester that gives the luster and crispy look of an elegant polo and inner layer has the softness and comfort of cotton
• Moisture Management Property pulls the moisture (sweat) out of the skin and transports it to the outer layer. With evaporation, the temperature drops inside the micro-environment 
creating a significantly cooler feel on the inside while the outer layer remains as fresh as when first worn
• UV treatment blocks UVA and UVB rays protecting the skin from the harshness of the Sun.

* For sale in selected countries only The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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SMART GIFTST-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

White Navy Black

  

MOISTURE

M

AN A GE M ENT   

MOISTURE

M

AN A GE M ENT

149GX - 1*
SMART WEAR MERCERISED
Polo Collar T shirts with 2 button non-stitch appearance placket. Half Sleeves with 
flat knit collar and cuffs. 
FEATURES
• Special fabric made from 2 components of fiber-Polyester & Cotton to give a 2 tone 
effect due to individual dyeing of both the fibers
• The fabric is “Mercerised” to give the Garment an attractive finish. Also the Gar-
ment would always have a “new appearance” even after prolonged usage.
(On Order. MOQ 50pcs)

149GX - 2*
GSG MMS POLOS
The knitted fabric is made only in the advanced countries, from the combination of 
cotton with synthetic fibre materials. This does not allow sweat to be retained on 
the body, making it ideal for sports and comfort wear. Best for Executive wear. Pre-
mium quality and no fuss performance legend. Flat knit collar and cuff for stability 
and inside facing fabric is 100% cotton for maximum sweat absorption. 
Available in:
• Plain solid colour garment in Black,  & Grey Melange colours
• Also with contrast tipping on sleeves in White and Navy 
(On Order. MOQ 50pcs)

* For sale in selected countries only The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

  

MOISTURE

M

AN A GE M ENT

Grey Navy Black

Grey

Olive Green

Yellow

White Navy Black

Maroon

Cream

Grey Melange

Orange

Sky Blue

Brown

Royal Blue

Green

Red

Beige

150GX - 3
COOL CLASSICS
Classic styled polo with moisture management
• 210 GSM
• Premium Polo with Moisture Management Property in a double texture fabric.
• Keeps the body dry and comfortable by transporting  the moisture from the body 
to          the outer layer of the fabric from where it evaporates
• Reverse Placket.
• Bartack on side seams.

150GX - 2
SIMPLY POLOS
A standard collar polo T-shirt  with placket and 3 buttons in plain style

FEATURES
• Available in wide range of colours and sizes
• Can be manufactured from fabric stocks available in various knitted fabrics  like 
Honey Comb, pique/tick-pic also known as “Lacoste”, Interlock, Jersey, etc.
• Fabrics are also available in various weights ranging from 180 to 240 g/m2
• Can be customized in different fibre compositions of the fabric like 100% Cotton, 
blended in 67/33 Polyester/Cotton, Single and Double mercerised, two-tone fabric, 
etc.
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

150GX - 1*
GSG POLOS
Grand Slam Golf sleek Polo Collar T shirts made from superior yarn dyed knitted 
fabric.
• In 2 tone effect with two different tones 
(On Order. MOQ 50pcs)

* For sale in selected countries only The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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SMART GIFTST-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

151GX - 1
PERFORMANCE POLO
Whether it’s caused by the heat of the day or the heat of a high pressure situation, a 
moisture soaked shirt detracts from your comfort and professionalism. A jersey knit 
of 100% polyester fabric (150-180g/m2) with TRU-DRI moisture wicking technology 
that wicks away
moisture to keep you feeling good and looking dry all day and also provides UV 
protection.
( GSM 140-160)
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

151GX - 2
PIPING COOL FIT
A variation of “Simply Polos”. Made from mesh knit 100% Polyester Cool fit fabric
FEATURES
> Self-fabric collar
> Contrast coloured piping on sides
> Can be tailor made in any other variation required
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

151GX - 3
ACTIVE POLO
Dress your athletic staff, students and educators in style with our customizable 
Sport Polo
Shirts.
• Relaxed Fit, Short Sleeve Polo
• UV Protection to shield you from the sun
• Dry Wicking & lightweight Fabric keeping you Cool and Comfortable
• Walkability and lightweight is sure to keep everyone cool and comfortable
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

151GX - 4
SIMPLY BASICS
Round/Crew neck T shirts made from 100% cotton. Available in 30 different colours 
and can be tailored as per the required style/size, colours and weight of the fabric. 
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

White Red Royal Blue Navy Black

STANDARD POLO

White-Black White-Navy Red-Navy Blue-White

CUSTOMIZED  POLO
Get sporty with colourful contrast combinations

  

MOISTURE

M

AN A GE M ENT

Red Royal Blue Grey White Navy Black

Black-Orange Red-Black Navy-Yellow

  

MOISTURE

M

AN A GE M ENT

10

0%

 
 

COTTON

ENZY M E FINIS
H

152GX - 2
ENZYME
Soft and Smooth round neck t-shirt
• 180 GSM
• 100% combed ring spun cotton single jersey
• Enzyme finish for soft and smooth feel
• Medium weight for durability and comfort
Available colours:

152GX - 1*
SCHWARZWALD ENZYME POLOS
Customised !
230 – 240 GSM  Pique Polo In 100% premium supercombed enzyme finish cotton
Classy colour combination with contrast tipped collar/cuff, placket & side slits.Avail-
able colours:

152GX - 3*
SCHWARZWALD FEEL FRESH POLO
Keeps you smell-free, sweat-free, cool, comfortable and feeling fresh whole time
• 180 GSM
• Premium Polo with Moisture Management Property in a Sports fabric.
• Keeps the body dry and comfortable by transporting  the moisture from the body 
to the outer layer of the fabric.
• Has a deo property that does not allow smell of sweat in the polo after prolonged 
use.
• Triple needle stitch on shoulder and arm hole.
• Soft cuffs.
• Bartack on side seams.

* For sale in selected countries only The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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SMART GIFTST-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

Wrinkle free
Shirts

153GX - 1*
GIORDANO REGULAR FIT SHIRTS
Giordano branded regular fit smart shirts.
(MOQ for order: 50 pcs)

153GX - 2*
GIORDANO CLASSIC FIT SHIRTS
Daily dressing is simplified through the right choice of “wrinkle free” shirts made 
from very superior 100% cotton fabric. They are excellent every day shirts which 
feature permanent creases even after regular washing and drying. Available in half 
and full sleeves
(MOQ for order: 50 pcs)

153GX - 3*
EXCLAIM FORMALS
Dress shirts made from woven fabric, which can be tailored in short/long sleeves, 
with/without pocket, button down collar. Option of various fabrics available. A 
branded tie along with the shirt is optional
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

* For sale in selected countries only The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

Apple Green Red Royal Blue Grey

White Navy Black

154GX - 3
UTAH HOODED FULL ZIP SWEATER
A hooded full sleeves sweater made from blended polyester/cotton brushed fabric. 
FEATURES
•  Available for both Gents & Ladies with side seams for Ladies and without for Men
•  Kangaroo pockets and Tone in tone neck tape

Recommended decoration: Screen print in Compliance AZO-formaldehyde non-
carcinogenic dye-APEO
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs) 

Can be customize as per colour combinations below

154GX - 2
FRONTIER PUFFA VEST
100% nylon fabric with “Taffeta” inside lining & poly fill padding  with “classic” fit
•  Zippered inside chest pocket with MP3 access and front pockets with zippers
(On Order. MOQ 100pcs)

154GX - 1
BOLT PADDED SAFTEY PARKA
100% Knitted Polyester Jacket, with light padding inside and full front zipper 
FEATURES
•  Wind and water proof breathable material
•  Full length inner flap and stand-up collar
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs) able colours:

The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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SMART GIFTST-SHIRTS, SHIRTS & JACKETS

White-Silver Red-Black Sky Blue-Silver Navy-Silver Black-Anthracite

White-Grey Red-Black Sky Blue-White

155GX - 3
COURT SWEATER
Made from Polyester/Cotton Double face “Pique” knit fabric 

FEATURES
•  Vintage sweater with 1X1 elasticised Rib at cuffs & bottom and Reglan full sleeves 
with coloured single jersey fabric inserts;        
•  Two front pockets and metal puller at front closure

Recommended decoration: Screen print in Compliance AZO-formaldehyde non-
carcinogenic dye-APEO
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs) 

Can be customize as per colour combinations below

Red-off White Navy-off White Black-Grey

155GX - 2
VARSITY JACKET
Made from 100% Cotton Terry Knitted fabric 

FEATURES
•  Snap buttons at front closure and badge at sleeves
•  2X2 elasticised Rib at collar, cuffs & waistband
•  Hand pockets

Recommended decoration: Screen print in Compliance AZO-formaldehyde non-
carcinogenic dye-APEO
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

Can be customize as per colour combinations below

155GX - 1
DROP SHOT JACKET
Made from 100% Polyester fully brushed “Micro-fleece”

FEATURES
•  Reglan sleeves and zippered sleeve pockets
•  Men’s style with hand pockets
•  Elastic binding at the cuffs and the bottom of the jacket 

Recommended decoration: Screen print in Compliance AZO-formaldehyde non-
carcinogenic dye-APEO
(MOQ for order: 100 pcs)

Can be customize as per colour combinations below

The pictures above are for representation purposes only and actual shades and sizes may vary
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CAPS

156GX - 2*
GSG RELAX
Lightweight premium quality semi structured micro fibre golfers caps with brass 
eyelets 
• Velcro closure at the back
Available in black and navy blue(MOQ for order: 100 pcs) able colours:

156GX - 4*
GSG NEW YORKER
Grand slam golf heavy brush cotton cap
• Opti-grab sunglasses holder
• Cotton sweat band
• Adjustable buckle at the back

156GX - 7*
GSG HOOD
Grand slam golf semi constructed soft mould heavy brush cotton caps
• String piping on the peak • Cotton sweat band
• Metal eyelets  • Adjustable metal buckle for perfect fit
Available in beige/blue and navy blue

156GX - 6*
GSG STRIKER
Top quality structured heavy brush cotton cap
• Stylish design • Cotton sweat band
• Metal eyelets • Adjustable buckle (makes it comfortable and airy)

156GX - 5*
GSG CONTRASTO
100% cotton faux suede/leatherite structured brown color cap

A B

156GX - 1*
GSG POLY
Polyester caps with contrast pipings, fancy stitch design with metal adjustment. 
Comes in four combinations:
• White Cap with Blue Piping • Dark Navy Blue Cap with White Piping
• Royal Blue Cap with White Piping • Grey Cap with Black Piping

A B

156GX - 3*
GSG PRO STICH
A soft microfibre cap designed in a new 5-panel unstructured athletic silhouette
• Soft contrast stitching provides an understated classic look
• Velcro closure at the back
Available in white and royal blue

* For sale in selected countries only
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SMART GIFTSCAPS

CA B D
157GX - 1*
GSG BRUSH
Grand slam golf top quality structured heavy brush cotton caps with contrast piping
• Sweat band
• Metal eyelets
• Metal adjustable buckle for perfect fit
Available in charcoal grey, beige and navy blue

157GX - 3*
GSG ENVIRO
An authentic green product made out of envioromental friendly recyclable material

157GX - 4*
GSG NET (BLACK)
A extra light material cap, fully made with net material, contrast design stitches all 
over. Comes in jet black colour

157GX - 5
PROMOTIONAL CAPS
Economical promotional caps available in various styles, shapes, colours  and sizes

157GX - 2*
GSG FLEX
97% Cotton 3% Spandex Structured Cap, pro stitching on front. Low Crown, 6 em-
broidery eyelets on each panel, 6 rows stitches on peak with Flex Sweatband. Avail-
able in three colors

CA B

* For sale in selected countries only



SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

158GX - 3
 Eco-Friendly Lunch Box
Lunch box in nature line, with 2 compartments of 700ml capacity each. In bamboo fibre, with lid 
in polished bamboo. Security strap with fork, spoon and knife.BPA free and suitable for freezer.
• Made from PP and Wheat Straw Material
• Two Compartments with Fork, Spoon and Knife
• Elastic strap
Size: 18.5 x 10.5 x 10.5 cm

158GX - 5
Eco-Friendly Cable Set
The set includes USB, lightning, micro-USB and Type-C cables making it extremely versatile. Also 
made of eco-friendly materials like wheat straw and bamboo.

158GX - 2
Eco-Friendly Cup
Cup made with reusable materials and a trendy design!
350ml reusable coffee cup with a trendy yet natural look. It is manufactured from wheat husk and 
BPA free polypropylene. It has a double wall, which is well suited for hot drinks and the flip top lid 
and silicone band gives it an elegant look and feel.

158GX - 4
Eco Pen
This pen is made from a combination of eco-friendly and regular materials. It is made from PLA 
(wheat straw) and ABS. Available in various eye-catching
colours.

158GX - 6
Eco-Friendly USB’s
USB’s made of eco-friendly materials like bamboo, wood, wheat straw, etc. Available in various 
shapes, sizes and capacities.

Double wall glass

Bamboo lid

Sealed rubber ring

BA C

BA C D

158GX - 1
ECO MUG
350ml Double Wall clear glass mug with a bamboo lid that can be engraved with your company 
logo! It is made of borosilicate glass which has an advantage that it does not crack with drinks at 
extreme temperatures.

158
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

159GX - 1
bamboo wireless charger
Convenient and sustainable smartphone holder with integrated wireless charger. 
Recharges all suitable devices with 10 Watt wireless output while showing charging 
activity with an indicator LED. Optimal angle for using your smartphone while charg-
ing at the same time.

159GX - 2
wheat straw wireless charger
Convenient and sustainable smartphone holder with integrated wireless charger. 
Recharges all suitable devices with 10 Watt wireless output while showing charging 
activity with an indicator LED. Optimal angle for using your smartphone while charg-
ing at the same time.

159GX - 3
Bamboo Pen Pot with Wireless Charger 
An eco-friendly multifunctional desktop product that can display your logo in style 
with engraving or printing. Includes a wireless charger so your phone can be charged 
and used at the same time at a convenient angle. The pen pot is ideal for storing 
stationery.



SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS
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160GX - 2
Bamboo Bluetooth Speaker with Mood Light
Eco-friendly bluetooth 5.0 speaker with bamboo casing and a mood light with vari-
ous colors. It has a 300mAh battery so you can use it anywhere for up to 3 hours with-
out charging. Includes an SD Card Port, an AUX/USB cable and handsfree function.

160GX - 1
BAMBOO BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
Bluetooth 5.0 speaker featuring a classy design and the best sound quality. Ingenious 
designed housing with a mix of naturally warm bamboo wood and soft silicone. A 
narrow LED light band running all around accentuates the plain and beautiful shape 
while also serving as a charging and Bluetooth control indicator. With 3 watt output 
and playback option via SD memory card.

160GX - 3
Bamboo Docking Station
An eco-friendly docking station that can be used to charge your phone easily without 
the hassle of plugging in cables. Also can be used to store stationery and other items 
so your desk stays organized.
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

161GX - 3
ECO FOLDER
Eco friendly A4 size folder with Sticky notes, A4 size ruled white page writing pad, 
slots for cards and documents, eco ball pen and an elastic closure band.

161GX - 5
ECO STICKY NOTE
Eco friendly box with 50 sheets of sticky notes and 3 Color page markers

161GX - 4
POINT PLUS
An environment-friendly spiral-bound note book. Includes a recyclable ball pen, 
coloured adhesive notes, slots for business cards and a solar powered calculator on 
the cover

161GX - 1
ALL IN ONE ECO SET
The All in One Eco Set proves to be the most comprehensive environment-friendly 
stationery set! It includes a 13.7 X 20.4cm Writing Pad, one 15cm ruler and a 10cm 
ruler, two pencils, an eraser and a sharpener, a blue pen and various colored sticky 
notes in different sizes.

161GX - 2
ECO NOTEBOOK MINI
Eco friendly mini notebook with sticky notes, slot of card, mini eco pen and eco ruled 
papers
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

162GX - 5
ECO COLOURING SET
Detailed colouring set in a wooden case
Set of 12 water paint colours, 12 coloured pencils, 12 colouring pens, 12 oil pastels, 12 
crayons, palettes, glue, eraser, sharpener, HB pencil and paint brush presented in a 
wooden case.

162GX - 4
ECO BOX MAX
Eco friendly box which expands into a full fledged desk note stand with a penpot, 
sticky notes, regular notes and a calendar with accessory storage slots.

162GX - 3
eco STICKY PAD
100 sheets of natural coloured paper with 25 sheets of sticky notes and 5 Colorful 
Page Markers

162GX - 2
ECO BOX
Eco friendly box which expands into a desk note stand with a penpot, sticky notes 
and regular notes

162GX - 1
CARBON POINT
An environment-friendly spiral-bound note book. Includes a recyclable ball pen, col-
oured adhesive notes, slots for business cards.

BA

BA
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

SIM CARD
EJECT TOOL

NANO SIM

NANO SIM
TO

STANDARD

MICRO SD/TF CARD
MICRO SIM

TO
STANDARD

NANO TO MICRO

163GX - 2
CUSTOMIZABLE MOUSE PAD
Can be customized with your logo in rectangular shape in the following sizes ( 23 x 
20, 22 x 18.5, 13 x 19.5cm) or in round shape (18 x 18cm) 

163GX - 4
CUSTOMIZED COOLER BAGS
Insulated cooler bags can be customized as per your requirement

163GX - 6
SIM MATE
This handy accessory easily fits into your wallet. Includes adapters for SIM cards of 
all sizes, a SIM card ejector tool and a Micro SD/TF Card Holder.

163GX - 1
RELAX
Gel mouse pad with cushioning area for the wrist

163GX - 3
CUSTOMIZABLE COASTERS
Can be customized with your logo in square shape (10 x 10cm) or in round shape 
(10 x 10cm)

163GX - 5
LIP BALM
Natural lip balm in assorted colours. Dermatologically tested.

B EA DC F
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

164GX - 6
MOBILE FAN
Promotional mini Fan with connectors for iOS and Android devices.

164GX - 2
MEMO STICKY NOTES
Can be customised as per your requirements in various sizes
(On Order. MOQ 250pcs)

164GX - 4
MULTIFUNCTIONAL PEN
Promotional pen with a neck strap, Led light and built in removable notes available 
in various colours

164GX - 1
MINTS
Mints can be customized as per your requirement

164GX - 3
HIGHLITO
Good quality 3 & 5 colour highlighter sets

164GX - 5
STRESS BALLS
High quality stress balls available in different sizes, shapes and colors

BA DC

BA
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

165GX - 4
WRIST BANDS
Silicone wrist bands available in different colors

165GX - 1
3 IN 1 CABLE WITH LIGHTUPLOGO 
An elegant 3 in 1 iOS, Micro USB and Type-C Multi USB fast charging cable that can 
display your company logo in light up style.

165GX - 3
SWISS KNIFE SHAPED CONNECTOR
Multi purpose connector for power charging and data transfer in a swiss army knife 
shape having connector for most models of mobiles

165GX - 2
3 IN 1 USB charging cable
3 in 1 retractable iOS, Micro USB and Type-C Multi USB fast charging cable
 with 4 step retractable system.
Step-1: upto 25cm Step-2: upto 50cm
Step-3: upto 75cm Step-4:  upto 100cm

Lightup Logo

165GX - 5
SUN SHADE / SCREEN
Available in silver polyester and white tyvek materials, minumum order
quantity 100 pcs
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

166GX - 7
LANYARDS / NECK TAGS
Specially designed lanyards/neck tags with safety auto release feature. Comes with 
pvc clip, crocodile clip and hooks to fit to your requirements

166GX - 6
ID CARD HOLDERS
Plastic ID Card holders in various shapes and design

166GX - 5
NIFTY
Transparent blue plastic reel badge holder with a tape measure and fixed belts clip 
on the back with clear PVC strap

166GX - 1
CAMO
Metal retractable reel badge holder in metal with a 24” nylon cord and clear pvc 
strap. Comes with a fixed clip on the back
Size: 3.2 cm, Recesses: 19.5 mm

166GX - 3
CHROME
Chrome-plated metal reel badge holder in square shape, with a 30” nylon cord and 
fixed clip on back with a clear PVC strap
Size: 3.2 x 3.2 cm Recesses: 20.8 x 20.8mm

166GX - 4
EVIDENCE
Rotating clip on a retractable reel badge holder with 30” nylon cord and a clear pvc 
strap. Available in black, white and blue
Size: 55 mm x 35 mm x 11 mm

166GX - 2
NAME BADGES
Can be customized in different sizes as per your requirement
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

167GX - 2
DESK CALENDARS
Can be customized in different sizes and designs as per your corporate requirements
(On Order. MOQ 500pcs)

167GX - 1
WALL CALENDARS
Can be customized in different sizes and designs as per your corporate requirements
(On Order. MOQ 500pcs)

167GX - 3
DESK PADS
Can be customized in different sizes and designs as per your corporate requirements
(On Order. MOQ 500pcs)

167GX - 5
FOLDING UMBRELLA
Regular sized high quality folding umbrella

167GX - 4
TALLY BOOKS
Custom made tally books with conversion tables , calendar & data sheets. Can be 
crafted as per your requirements
(On Order. MOQ 200pcs)

167GX - 6
YEAR OF TOLERANCE METAL BADGE
Available in Round and Shape Square with Back Side Magnet.
Material : Metal
Size.      : 30mm
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

168GX - 5
MOBILE PHONE STAND
Reusable Adhesive , Reposition-able, Collapsible Grip & Stand Sticks to most devices 
& cases. 
*Might not Stick to some silicone , waterproof or highly textured cases.

168GX - 1
medals
A medal may be awarded to a person or organization as a form of recognition  or 
various other achievements. 
Available in Gold , Silver & Bronze

168GX - 2
Phonebound
A multifunctional accessory that is perfect for any smartphone! Simply stick the 
product to your phone and it serves as a grip so you can hold your phone easily, a 
stand so you use your phone easily without tiring your hands and also acts as stor-
age for credit cards and ID cards.

168GX - 3
silicon mobile CARD HOLDER
Ultra-slim Self Adhesive Silicon Stick-on Credit Card Id Wallet Case Pouch Sleeve 
Pocket for Smartphones.

168GX - 6
Portable LED Lamp
Portable USB Light,Handy in Different Occasions Such as Bedroom Night,Outdoor 
Camping, Book Reading, Working and Writing in Night with Your laptop Computer.

168GX - 7
pen boxes
Available in various designs, colours, shapes and sizes.

168GX - 4
WEBCAM COVER 
The Webcam Sliding Cover blocks your computer & laptop camera to prevent web-
cam spying and keep your family safe.Just takes few seconds to be installed.
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

169GX - 5
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Horizontally Space efficient Canvas Bag with Jute 
Color toned & Cotton Padded Handle (280gsm)
Size : 33 x 41 x 15cms

169GX - 1
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Canvas Bag , Natural
Size : 38 x 42 cms

169GX - 6
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Jute Bag with Natural Color Tone along with handle 
matching color black
Size : 35 x 30 x 20cms

169GX - 7
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Laminated Canvas Bag with Off White Color tone fab-
ric supported with Velcro on the inside
Size : 33 x 33 x 15cms

C EA B D

169GX - 2
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Natutal 10oz Canvas , Cotton Shopper with long Han-
dles (280gsm)
Size : 36 x 35 x 10 cms

169GX - 4
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Canvas Bag with Jute Spine & Short Cotton Padded 
Handle (280gsm)
Size : 25 x 20 x 15 cms

169GX - 3
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Natutal 10oz Canvas , Cotton Shopper with long Han-
dles (280gsm)
Size : 40 x 37 x 13 cms
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

170GX - 6
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Handy Sized Jute & Cotton Mixture , 
Natural Color tone with Button Enclosure
Size : 30 x 30 x 15cms

170GX - 1
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Handy Sized Jute Bag with Natural Color Tone
Size : 30 x 30 x 15cms

170GX - 2
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Horizontally Space efficient Natural Color Toned Jute Bag
Size : 34 x 43 x 15cms

170GX - 3
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Laminated Jute Bag with Canvas Pocket & Short Cotton Cord Handle
Size : 43 x 34 x 15cms

170GX - 4
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Handy Sized Jute & Cotton Mixture , Natural Color tone with Button
Enclosure
Size : 30 x 30 x 15cms

A B

170GX - 7
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Jute & Cotton Mixture with White 
Color toned body & Natural Juco Color includes 
button closure
Size : 30 x 30 x 15cm

170GX - 5
CANVAS BAGS
Material : Laminated Jute Bag with Base & Handle matching.
Size : 35.5 x 43.25 x 15.25cms

A B
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PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

171GX - 3
PAPER BAGS
Matte art paper bags with rope handle. 
Available size: 34.5 X 30 X 10 cm but can be customised as per your requirements in 
various sizes, colours and shapes
(On Order. MOQ 1000pcs)

171GX - 1
NON WOVEN BAGS
Available in two styles and  various colours.
Sizes available ( 12 x 30 x 38cm, 12 x 35 x 40cm) 

171GX - 2
NON WOVEN BAGS
Available in two styles and  various colours.
Sizes available ( 12 x 30 x 38cm, 12 x 35 x 40cm) 
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NATIONAL DAY ITEMS

national day items
This page serves as an illustration of how we can customize our range of products for National Day. 

SAVE PAPER
SAVE TREES
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Dubai Office
2005, Aspect Tower, Business Bay.

Abu Dhabi Office
Mezzanine 1, Al Safwa Studio Building, Khalidiya.

Dubai Warehouse & Branding Unit / Reseller Division
Advance Technical Spare Parts Compound, 27th street , Al Quoz Industrial Area -3.

Thank You...



Notes






